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The Editor writes:

IT IS but a few months since I made
my sugges.tion - dare I say plea? .:...
for some basic research into hitherto
unfathomed areas of mechanical music.
It would not be amiss to say that the
past few issues of the Journal have
contained much which has broken
fresh ground in the technical sphere
of clockwork music.

Within this issue, Member Robin Timms
gives us the benefit of his musical
expertise in evaluating and explaining
just how the disc musical box, an 11
inch Polyphon in this case, solved the
problems of interpreting music which
was not originally written for it. He
demonstrates his points using the fam
iliar tune known on the Continent, as
the Austrian National Hymn, God Save
the King to the British and My Country
'Tis of Thee to the Americans.

Q. David Bowers, who has researched
into the German orchestrion organ
makers and offered us material on
Hupfeld and Popper in past issues,
begins a detailed history of Gebruder
Weber, the famed makers of Unika,
Grandezza and others.

Those who attended the London meet
ing in October had the rewarding ex
perience of hearing a piece of music
by Handel played as a duet for two on
the recorder by Members Hill and
Walker. This music came from the
Charles Clay organ clock which turned
up in a London saleroom last year and
which will be described on later pages.



To my personal way of thinking, The Soc
iety enters its second decade with revitalised
interest - and the combined brains and

The first-ever Musical Box Society auction is
to take place next month and, if the indica
tions are anything to go by, it is going to be
a well-attended and worthwhile exercise.

During an enforced session in a hospital bed
back in the summer, I made good use of the
spare time (between the seemingly endless
rigmarole of jabs, dabs and grabs) to catch
up on my leisure reading. I re-read my way
through the diaries of Samuel Pepys and
John Evelyn and saw again, through the
eyes of the former, the Great Fire of London
in 1666, and through the discerning eyes of
the latter, the famed gardens of the Villa
Aldobrandini and the Villa d'Este at Tivoli.

More recently, our former Editor, Graham
Webb, showed me a fascinating volume on
these gardens and this set my mind a-thinking
on hydraulic organs during the Italian Ren
aissance. Both Aldobrandini and Este had
automaton organs - Evelyn heard both 
as part of the extensive and beautiful water
works which these gardens featured. The
organ at the former is no more, but the latter
survives. Strange to say, in all the writings
on these two instruments, nowhere is given
the music which they played. The music
played on the remaining organ should be
easy to transcribe if not positively identify.

Has anyone any notions on this aspect?
Would someone care to contribute an article
enlarging on the so far limited published
knowledge of these organs? Significantly,
even Batigan Verne, in his writing on water
organs, stops well short of the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries.

Strange it is that when Joseph (later Sir
Joseph) Paxton of Crystal Palace fame design
ed the great hydraulics at Chatsworth for
the Sixth Duke of Devonshire, the Duke
did not specify a water organ. The Duke was

•

•Bells and other matters

fond of the Italianate influence and Paxton's
brief was discharged with a strong leaning
towards the great Italian garden architects,
Giacomo della Porta, Giovanni Fontana and
Pirro Ligorio, and the hydraulics of Orazio
Oliveri. Perhaps it was that the 1830s and
1840s were considered too modern to justify
such a hark-back, bearing in mind the
relative proclivity of the domestic clockwork
barrel organ with its greater repertoire and
expressive capabilities.

Still, though, Aldobrandini and Este remain
mysteries. I have thrown down the gauntlet...

I was reminiscing with a colleague the other
day about London churches and their past
history. We lamented those which had dis·
appeared as a reoult of the war and the sub·
sequent equally vandalistic efforts of the

Fortnum and Mason

In this issue we have some more pictures of
items in this outstanding London city-centre
display. It is worth pointing out the important
part which Member Keith Harding played in
the establishment of this collection. It was
largely as a result of his efforts that Fortnum
& Mason's chairman, the industrialist Gar
field Weston, first gave the go-ahead for his
company to invest in a collection. Member
Keith Harding, whose well-equipped work
shop is a sight for sore eyes, undertook the
restoration of all the items and, indeed, acted
as Member Jon Lanning's advisor in buying.
Keith Harding, who tells me that the Fortnum
collection is his finest achievement, has the
distinction of being the man behind the
scenes. Fortnums tell me how very much they
value his assistance and confess. that the
whole realisation of the scheme would have
been impossible had it not been for his
enthusiastic co-operation. Once again it is a
credit to our Society that one of our Mem
bers should have had a hand (and that is an
under-statement) in the setting up of so
worthwhile a project.

•Water Music
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developers. I recalled once taking a very dear
friend to see the famous church of St
Clements Dane in the Strand (now the Royal
Air Force Church) and standing within the
nave relating how in the blitz this Wren
masterpiece had been converted into a grim
blackened shell in the fire which so com
pletely gutted this grand pile.

For St. Clements was the church which
immortalised the old London street cry
Oranges and Lemons played on a clockwork
carillon of ten bells. I still have a photograph,
taken on the morning of Sunday, May 11
1940, showing the smashed clockwork and
bells lying in the ashes at the foot of the
tower. All this sparked off the thought that,
we have never published any serious paper
on the bell in musicwork. Perhaps some of
our Members who have experience of carillon
work - how about our Dutch Members? 
may choose to rectify this shortcoming with
an article-.

Several Members have raised the question of
advertising in the Journal, thcir argument
being that they woulrl rather have us carry
no advertising and just have the editorial
pages. Now in theory this is what we would
all like to see. But there are two other
aspects to be considered. First of all, the
advertisements we carry are related to the
subject in question, namely mechanical music
And second, the revenue from advertising
helps to allow a bigger and better Journal.
I do not think it out of turn to say that
each page of advertising subsidises that
particular sheet, so giving at least one more
editorial page. By Committee agreement, all
revenue from advertising is ploughed straight
back into the Journal. If we carry £100
worth of advertising, then that particular
issue can expand to the tune of that extra
amount. Alternatively, the revenue can be
set aside against another issue, a supplement
or other publication which the Society may
decide to produce for the benefit of Members.
No, as with every publication, we need to

Advertising •

carry advertising and the more (within reason)
the better it is for us all.

Whilst on the subject of commercial matters,
it has never been the policy of The Music
Box to 'review' trade literature. However,
there is one publication which has for some
little while been verging on more general
interest that just that normally accorded to a
sales list. I refer to the excellent illustrated
catalogue published originally by Hathaway
& Bowers and now continued by the Mech
anisk Musik Museum in Copenhagen. David
Bowers and Claes Friberg, both Members,
are the authors and publishers. As well as
listing all manner of instruments for sale (and
such lists are useful as a sales and values
barometer), this capital 80-pager contains
all manner of articles and information of a
non-commercial nature which will interest
the average mechano-musicphile, whether ae
wants to buy or not. At four dollars a year
it really is worthwhile reading.

Those recordings again - again . . •

Nothing dies a harder death than today's
news. In years to come, names and events
which everybody talks about today will
mean nothing to the majority. Which is why
I am loathe to discuss the Watergate affair.
But I really could not resist 'doing something'
when, on looking through some of the back
numbers of our sister publication published
by the Musical Box Society International, my
eye caught sight of a marvellous story
printed in the New York Times for 17 May,
1970 (see The Bulletin Vol. XVlI, page 38).

It seems that during the redecoration of 10
Downing Street in London, workmen found a
number of wax phonograph cylinder.Think
ing, no doubt, that these might contain
historically valuable information (was Number
Ten bugged as long ago as that, I wonder?)
a search was made for a machine upon which
they could be played. Finally a I920-vintage
appliance was found and the tapes - er, I
mean cylinders- played barfi,. They'd all been
erased. Now why didn't Nixon think of that
rouse! ARTHUR W.J.G. ORD-HUME
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lnstrumentenbou carefully, was the lrrm of Gebr.
Weber (Weber Brothers) of Waldkirch, Germany.
Unlike the. competition, Weller usually did not
illustrate its advertisements. Rather, the typical
Weber notice was more like a business card. Also
unlike the competition, Weber rarely issued news
releases and did not have a publiCity department.
The goings and comingS of Weber officials were
not news for the 'gossip columns' of the trade
papers, nor were new Weber orchestrion models
necessari1y rewarded with news :stories. Indeed,
Weber was almost anonymous.

WEBER ORCHESTRIONS
A HISTORY

by Q. David Bowers

Part 1 - The Significance of Weber Instruments Today

OPEN one of the musical trade magazines published during the early 20th century - an
issue ofZeitschrift fUr lnstrumentenbau or the Music Trade Review, for example - and
you will see a bewildering array of advertisements for electric pianos, orchestrions,

and related instruments. Just as is the case with automobiles today, the potential orchestrion
buyer of years ago had literally dozens of different models to choose from. Amidst claims of
'the finest', 'the most expressive', 'the best built', and so on, the buyer was often at a loss to
make a rational judgement. After all one could hardly be expected to visit different show
rooms and try alI of the instruments out. Chances are that purchase decisions were made for
reasons other than quality - because of a salesman's presistence, because an instrument had a
pretty case, or perhaps because a showroom was close at hand.

The American trade papers were full of full-page
advertisements by the J.P. Seeburg Piano Company,
the Marquette Piano Company, the Aeolian Com
pany, the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, and others.
German papers were dominated by impressively
illustrated presentationsfeaturing thelatest products
of Ludwig Hupfeld, Popper & Company, J.D.
Philipps, and others. These gigantic firms employed
hundreds (in the case of Hupfeld, thousands) of
people and shipped their products to all over the
world.

RelativelY unnoticed except to the reader wno
leafed through the back pages of Zeitschri[t {ii,

Gebruder Weber letterhead. This one bean the name and address of Franz Breite of Tetschen: he was a
distributor in Austria.

r

I'f'AI'tZ BREITt::
" __l-$d"lenJlif~:"'-

~C.~"~~H"~TI-__-.iv,. ...;;; ••
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Exterior view of the premises of Charriere & Company of Bulle, Switzerland. Chaniere was the second
largest distributor of Weber orchestrions during the 1920..

Wcre it not for one fact Weber would be almost
forgotten today. The fact is an important one;
Through the doors of the Weber factory passed
some of the most musical orchcstrions known to
mankind. Particularly outstanding in this regard
were the 'top of thc line' Weber instruments; The
Solea, Maesto, and Elite orchestrions.

Of the Maestro, Harvey Roehl "has reccntly
written; (cf. Pages 242 and 266 of the new second
edition of Player Piano Treasury) 'There is little
doubt that the Weber Maesto orchestrion is the
most lifelike of anything in its class of instrument
ever perfected by man. This was, indeed, the aim
of its German designers, and the fact that they
succeeded in this effort can be attested by the
many connoisseurs of automatic music machines
who agree that there is simply nothing else that
can equal it.

'Unlike the more typical orchestrion which
turns various instruments and ranks of pipes off
and on from time to time, the Maesto makes full
use of the musical potential of doing this more
frequently ...

'The Weber Maesto is seldom found in col
Icctions today because of its size, and one should
perhaps say seldom found, period - becauseof
their extreme rarity today. This instrument is con
sidered by many to be the outstanding example of
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the work of the orchestrion builders of a bygone
day, because it was built very late in the game and
every known device was incorporated to insure
that it would resemblc as closely as possible a
human orchestra. To say that they succeeded well
would be a gross understatement! Nothing can
compare with the artistic renderings of the Maesto~

It is doubtful if Weber's publicity departmcnt, if
they had but thought of having one, could have
produced a better statement than this!

About ten years ago I was introduced to the
Maesto for the first timc. Leonard Grymonprez
of Ghent, Belgium, had offered me two large
orchestrions - a Hupfeld Helios and some obscure
instrument called a 'Weber Maesto'. I became quite
excited about the prospect of obtaining the Helios
for I had earlier looked through Hupfeld's magnif
icent 'Art Orchestrions' catalog showing glorious
model after glorious model from the 1910 era. The
prospect of owning a real, 'live' Helios - an
instrument which was evidently capable of being the
center of attention in any location from a concert
hall to a skating rink - was a very exciting one. It
was with great eagerness that I wrote to Leonard
and said that while the 'Weber Maesto', Whatever
that was, might be interesting, the Hupfeld Helios
was very exciting to me - and I wanted to buy it!



The previously unpublished photograph, ahove,
shows an early-style Weber Erato orchestrion and
is from the famUy scrapbook of Otto Weber, as is
the Euterpe picture, above right.

You can imagine my disappointment to learn
that thc Hupfeld Helios was sold - to a collector in
England, by the way. I then rather reluctantly
agreed to buy the Weber Maest 0, not because I
particularly wanted it but because the pictures of it
looked rather impressive and because it 'had a lot
of instruments in it'. I was rather naive at the time,
and to me the more ranks of pipes, drums. etc.
that an instrument had, the better the instrument
had to be. It was the case of quantity, not quality.
It later turned out that the Maesto offered both.

To be sure that the Maesto did not follow the
lead of the earlier-<>ffered Helios, I airmaUed pay
ment to Leonard right away. Some months later
my travels took me to London. As I related in an
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Early Euterpe orchestrion, possibly barreI-operated,
with automaton ftgure of piano player in upper
centre niche.

earlier article for this publication, I have spent
more time in London than in any other large city
in the world. During the early 1960's I would visit
London for weeks at a time to buy individual rare
coins and coin collections. Since the 1950's coins
have been my main business. In a way this business
has 'subsidized' the collecting of instruments and
has made possible visiting many places which I
might not have otherwise had the chance to see.

Anyway, during this p,articular trip to London I
purchased a ticket on Sabena and hopped across
the English Channel to Brussels. Arriving in that
city I hired a taxi cab for the day and directed him
to drive the Grymonprez address in Genbrugge, a
suburb of Ghent. After several wrong turns I
arrived at Leonard Grymonprez' workshop. On
hand were Leonard, his father Oscar, and one or
two helpers. I walked through the shop door and
saw in front of me, against the far wall, what
seemed to be the most beautiful sigh I on earth:
A truly mammoth orchestrion in pristine condition.
The Maesto was truly beau tiful and I fell in love
with it immediately! Leonard and his father, per
haps a bit apprehensive about my reaction to it,



-- ({iltber $ !/Gno. iolano
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Weber's Kino-Violano designed to accompany silent
pictures. This is the only Weber instrument known
to be equipped with a duplex roll mechanism.

told me what a marvelous instrument it was and
how they enjoyed listcning to it. I wasn't paying
much attention for I expected them to say some
thing like this - for this was just 'good business' to
please a customer. I was becoming rather impatient
although J had only been there for a minute or two
- I wanted to hear the mchestrion!

Finally after what seemed to be an interm
inable time (actually probably less than 5 minutes!)
Leonard put a roll on the instrument and pushed
the 'on' switch. The strains of 'Charmaine' filled
the air. No symphony orchestra could have played
it better, in my opinion! Immediately I was
delighted that the Hupfeld (also in the workshop,
and looking rather small next to the Maesto)
had been sold to someone else. What a mistake it
would have been for me to have chosen it inslead,
I thought!

During the next hour I heard roll after roll 
including Leonard's favourite, 'Tannhauser'. r was
absolutely thrilled with my purchase and felt thaI 1
had made the best bargain of my life.

I returncd to the United Statcs a week or so
later and brought with me a Maesto roll to
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Weber Violano ("Salon Piano with Violin Playing")
from a catalogue of the mid-I92Os. This style was
also made prior to World War I.

remind me of the instrument. A half year or so later
the orchestrion arrived, and shortly thereafter it
was set up in my home. From the very beginning
it attracted wide admiration. 'I just have to have
one of those, that is all lhere is to it', said Larry
Givens during a visit shortly after its arrival. 'I
could be happy if I had something to eat, a place
to sleep, and a Weber Maesto', he continued. Al
though 1 was nevcr able to find another Mae,st 0

for Larry, 1 did acquirc for him a Solea which
uses the same type of music roll and has the same
approximate specifications but this is another
story .

During my lifc 1 havc collected many things.
The usual procedure is that I become fascinated
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Facing page, left: Previously unknown (to coHect
on) case style variation of the Weber Elite orch
estrion. A central motion picture scene is flanked
by two statues. At the top is a revolving "wonder
light". Additional architectural ornamentation ap
pears at the'top of the case, but for some reason
the photograph of this has certain portions blocked
out, just a trace of the outline remaining. Again,
this picture comes from the Otto Weber family
album.
Left: Second style of Weber Maesto orchestrion
with pleated curtains on front. Directly behind
these curtained openings are placed swell shutters
to provide a "piano-forte" effect. Of the six
known Weber Maesto orchestrions to survive, four
are of the style with curtains, and two are of the
style with mirrors. Both types are shown here.

The two top pictures show the last Weber Elite
orchestrion made. The instrument is packed in
several crates and is being despatched to its
destination in Amsterdam, Holland. The horse
drawn cart with its wooden wheels must have
provided a testing journey for these delicate
instruments.
Right: Otto Weber as a young man. In this picture
he is seen marking a musical arrangement 011 a
composing drum. Note the dividing index plate
at the lower ript. These pictures were copies from
the Otto Weber family album.
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with something upon acqwnng it, and then my
interest dwindles as years go by. Not so with the
Weber Maesto. I have the same affection for it
today that I had when I first obtained it years
ago.

Claes Friberg, my partner in Copenhagen's
Mekanisk Musik Museum, is a rather sentimental
person. In correspondence and conversations with
me he heard quite a bit about the Maesto, and
when I produced several high·fidelity records
featuring this instrument he listened to them
eagerly. It touched a spot in my own heart when
he told me that following the birth of his son
Thomas two years ago (in November. 1971) the
first music infant Thomas heard in his life was
'I Can't Give You Anything But Love', played for
him on a record of a Weber Maesto as he arrived
home from the hospital!

So, you can see that the Maesto has played
an important and sentimental part in my life.

What else did the Weber firm make? What is

The burial place of August
Weber, founder of the Gebr.
Weber frrm (above). This
picture of the grave was
taken c.1920. Right: Photo
graph taken April 7, 1973
showing Q. David Bowers
and Claes O. Friberg, with
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Weber in
the foreground. This pic
ture, taken at the Weber
home in Heidelberg, Ger·
many, is the last taken of
Mr. Weber. On the day
following, he suffered a
stroke, was admitted to hos·
pital and shortly afterwards
passed away.
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Waldkirch in the Black Forest as it appears today on a picture postcard

its history? Where can I find out more about it'
All of these questions and many others went
through my mind. An untiring collector of liter
ature I had amassed a large pile of Hupfeld, Aeolian,
Regina, Wurlitzer, Seeburg, Polyphon, and other
catalogs - but try as I might, I was not able to
find even a scrap of paper relating to Gebr. Weber!
So, I did what might be the logical thing: I went to
Waldkirch, Germany, where the instruments were
fust manufactured. In the years since that time I
have visited Waldkirch several other times and have
written to and have visited several people once
connected with the film. Bit by bit I have been
able 10 piece together a history of the Weber
enterprise.

Part 2 - A Visit to Heidelberg

By 1972 I had amassed quite a bit of informa
tion about Gebr. Weber. I had in my posses-sian
originals or copies of several different Weber
catalogs issued over the years, photographs of
dozens of different Weber instruments of various
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kinds still in existence, and quite a few Weber
advertisements in sets of Zeitschrift fur Instrument
enbau and other trade magazines in my library.
Extensive correspondence with Gustav Bruder (who
died in 1971) had ftI1cd me in on many of the
technical details concerning the firm. Other inform
ation gathered here and there, including quite a bit
from the late Eugene DeRoy of Belgium, helped
complete the picture.

But the picture was not quite complete. Over
the years I had written numerous letters to Otto
Weber, who lived in Heidelberg, Germany. I wrote
to him with humerous questions and to encourage
him to answer I sent him a few recordings fealur
ing Weber instruments. Still I never received a reply.

In 1972 Claes returned to Copenhagen from one
of his many trips through continental Europe search
ing for instruments. On coming back to the
museum he found a note saying that Mr. and Mrs.
alto Weber of Heidelberg, Germany, had visited
the MMM and had enjoyed it. At last, a sign of
interest! Still there was no reply to earlier inquiries
made by mail to Otto Weber by Claes and



Early Weber orchestrion with automaton figures. This instrument is now on display at "The Eagle",
a guesthouse situated north of Waldkirch in Germany.

myself. The Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical with accuracy whether a given stop in the search
lnstroments, incorporating the information I ai- of a musical instrument or whether a visit with a
ready had on hand (which appears now on pages collector will occupy just a few minutes of time
625-631 of the book) went to press. The need to or whether it will take several hours. Claes, who
obtain more Weber information, if indeed there was speaks French, German, English, Danish, and
more to be found out, became less urgent. several other languages fluently, always seems to

In March and April of this year [ visited Claes be at home wherever we go, so we have never felt
and went on a tour with him. As is the case with the need to make reservations in advance or to
most of our journeys around Europe we did not travel on a formal basis.
plan things in advance. It is impossible to determine On the afternoon of April 7, 1973, we were

Fritz HarIz, tour guide, shown with Walt Bellm in front of the Weber Maesto orchestrion on display in the
Mekanisk Musil< Museum,Copenhagen (below left). Another visitor to the MMM, Frank Holland, who is
founder of the British Piano Museum, is seen (below right) with a Weber Unika.
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driving up the autobahn in Gennany, heading north
to Denmark from Karlsruhe, where we had spent
the night. A sign along the autobahn gave notice
thal Heidelberg was ahead. Heidelberg! Some
thing stirred within my mind. I suddenly remember
ed all of the lellers I had wrillen to Otto Weber.
Why not stop and visit him? A good idea!

It was about 2 or 3 o'clock in the afternoon
when we knocked on the door of Otto Weber's
home. After some brief introductory remakrs by
Claes, who was speaking in German, Mr. and Mrs.
Olio Weber and their attractive daughter, Dr. Ellen
Weber, admitted us into their comforlable living
room. The love for automatic musical instrumenls
recognizes no international boundaries. so immed
iately we felt right at home.

Did they have any information on the Weber
business from years carlier~ They certajnly did!
It was all I could do to try to determine the order
of importance between looking through family
photograph albums (which showed pictures of
spectacular Weber orehestrions!), poring through
catalogs and other literalure, and thinking of
questions to ask. Unfortunately I speak only
English, and German is a strange tongue for me.
So I devised a plan whereby I gave Claes a
quickly·written list of questions. He and the
Weber family talked of the good old days in the
Weber orchcstrion busines,1\ while I used my camera
to take dozens of photographs from the family
albums.

later when my photography had been com
pleted we sat down and conversed. Mrs. Ollo Weber

Left: "Only a collector could love it" - a
derelict Weber Grandezza piano with xylophone.
Above: Exterior view of Weber Unika with mand
olin and violin pipes. Below: Interior view of
Unika with violin pipes.
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and daughter Ellen spoke English with me, so I
was able to hear through them many interesting
stories and bits of information from Otto Weber.

At one time Waldkirch was one of the world's
most famous centers for the building of automatic
musical instruments. The well-known organ build
ing forms of Bruder, Ruth, and branch firms of
Limonaire and Gavioli were located there, as were
several other businesses which supplied compon
ents to the factories. As is the case with most
builders elsewhere in the world, the organ builders
of Waldkirch ordered supplies from many different
sources. Not so with Gebr. Weber, which was
officially known as the Waldkircher Orchestrion
fabrik Gebruder Weber (the 'Weber Brothers'
Orchestrion Factory'). With a twinkle in his eye
Otto Weber said it used to be a favourite story
among the people in Waldkirch that the Weber
people would go out in the forest to cut down
trees and, magically a few days later, orchestrions
would be built from them, ready to play!

Several years earlier I had conducted an exten
sive correspondence with Gustav Bruder, who was
the main technical and musical mind behind the
Weber business. From Gustav Bruder I obtained

UNCONSIDERED TRIFLES

Being a random selection of odd, unrelated items
from the past collected and conducted by The
Editor.

In May, 1903, J. Sinton Limited, formerly of
Wardour Street, London, and then at 37, Dean
Street, Soho, became sole agents for Paillard's
musical boxes and Echophone phonographs which
cost £1.l7.6d to £7.10.0. A short while later,
the business amalgamated with that of Alban
Voigt, former Paillard agent, as Alban Voigt &
Co. and James Sinton Ltd. Voigt was managing
director.

The large Manchester-based musical instrument
dealers which specialised in mechanical musical
instruments, Guldman & Co. was at 7 Sugar Lane,
Manchester. The business comprised Arthur Guld
man, Julius Loewenheim aod John White, The
business became a Limited Liability Company in
1901-02 and as from 8 May 1902, Loewenheim
resigned from the partnership.

Joseph Wallis, who moved 133 and 135 Euston
Road, Londo'n, in 1893, was agent for several
player reed organs. The first reed organs' for
which he secured the sole agency was the Packard
made by the Fort Wayne Organ Co.
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much priceless information. Otto Weber, a director
of the firm during the 1920's, was able to add a
number of business details previously unknown to
me. His wife, the daughter of G.!. Gerard, main
Weber distributor located in Brussels, Belgium,
was able to provide other helpful details. So, my
visit to Heidelberg was extremely important. I
looked forward to going home to assimilate all of
the notes and to have my pictures developed.
These would result in many more questions which
Otto Weber indicated he would be happy to
anSwer by mail.

Alas, this is not the way that fate willed
things to happen, Shortly after my return to
America I received a letter from Dr. Ellen Weber,
Otto's daughter. Enclosed was an announcement
of Otto Weber's death. She related that the very
next day after my visit her father had been
seized with a stroke and had been hospitalized.
Shortly thereafter he died. As it turns out, April 7,
1973, was the last day in his life in which I could
h•.ve interviewed him - and it is going to be
forever amazing to me that this interview happened.

To be continued

During 1904, the year in which Henry Klein &
Co. moved to 142 Wardour Street, London,
Nicole gramophone records (made by the Nicole
Freres offshoot) cost 1/- for the 7", and 2/6d for
the 10". Klein was one of the biggest stockists.

October 1st, 1904. 'The Humana is the name of a
piano player introduced by Mr. J. Herbert Marshall.
It is to retail at 30 gns.' (Musical Opinion).

Musical box dealer William Gerecke had as his
manager Mr. Karl (known also as Carl) Krause
who came from Berlin in 1894. In July 1903 after
Gereclce's business collapsed and Gerecke fled
the country, Krause opened up at 14 Howlaod
Street. In September the same year he moved to
his late employer's old premises, 8 and 9 Goring
Street, E.C. He stocked the same lines of goods but
the depression in the trade which was partly
responsible for Gerecke's failure fmished him in
six months.

Musical Opinion, February 1904: 'Every Thursday
(3.30) at 41 Wigmore Street, M. Joseph Bizet
will perform on the Mustel orgao. Cards can be
obtained free on application at the orgao saloons
(above address).'

The Moutrie piano player was launched with a
recital given at 50 Southampton Row, Holborn,
on December 19th, 1903.



Small musical box in inlaid case with domed tid and marquetry inlay. Made in Gennany by Karrer of Teuf
enthal and sold in London by Imhof & Mulde, this box plays six popular airs. The control lever platform is
situated to the left of the movement. The 59-tooth comb plays from a 4.17in. long cylinder. The box, on
exhibition at the Fortnum & Mason collection, bears the number 5692.
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SUNDAY VISIT
6. THE NATIONAAL MUSEUM VAN SPEELDOOS TOT PIEREMENT

by Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume

For the sixth in our Sunday Visit Series, THE MUSIC BOX travelled rather further afield than
most people may be prepared to go for one day. However, so many people now travel abroad
for their holidays and business and such is the ease of travel today that the National Museum
van Speeldoos tot Pierement in Utrecht can be reached from London in about two hours.

HOLLAND is an intensely friendly country
which has a tremendous variety of attract
ions to offer which ranges from the world-

famous bulb fields through countless windmills
(and splendid ones they are, too) to canal buses.
Holland is also rich in the arts and many forget
that thcre were oilier notable artists, such as Cuyp,
Steen and Van Ruisdael, whose works deserve
admiration besides those of Rembrandt. Naturally,
the Low Countries have succombed to extensive
development in post'war years (with a marvellous

motorway system) but much of the fine old
architecture stands unspoiled as a salutory re
minder to those plunderers for exploitation. But
the Low Countries also occupy a unique -position
in the field of mechanical music since the street
organ in Holland and the dance organ in Holland
and Belgium underwent development and refine
ment to a degrce not to be found elsewhere in the
world.

Utrecht lies 22 miles south-south cast of
Amsterdam, 38 miles north-east from Rotterdam
and is served by a direct Dutch Airlines bus from
Amsterdam's Schipol airport. Whilst it lacks some
of the bustle and polish of the capital city, it
benefits from being at least apparently untainted
by tourism. There are still junk shops in which
antiques cao be found as distinct from antique shops
full of junk. The city is dominated by the great
carillon tower of the Dom Cathedral. Within a few
paces of this, at Achter den Dam 12, is a large
house, the seven very large ground floor rooms
of which are the home of the Nationaal Museum
van Speeldoos tot Pierement. Many of us have
read the book written by Mr. Roompke de Waard
Van Spee/doos tot Pierement (probably in the
EngliSh translation) and so the title, which means
Froln Musica/ Box to Ba"el Organ, is not un
familiar to us.

Curator of the museum is Dr. J. J. L. Haspels
whom many of us met at the Sheffield and
London Autumn 1972 meetings of the Musical
Box Society. Dr. Haspels, who recently acceded
to the helm of this fascinating ~ollection, is that
all·too rare person, for he is historian, musicologist,
musician, technician and mentor all rolled into
one. He leads a small but dedicated staff in tending
what is Hollands national collection of automatic
musical instruments.

Founded in 1958 on money from the Utrecht
city fathers, the' museum rapidly grew to the
point where its then premises, the courtyard
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Right: Street barrel O£gan with automaton display
ofmusicians, conjurors and dancers. The instrument
is attributed to Italian manufacture, but it typifies
the Gennan style of 1860-1880.

Below: The Aalster Gavioli 65·key dance organ
wh ich dates from abou t 1900.

Below right: Barrel-operated piano orchestrion
made by P. Vanroy of Aalst c. 1920.
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precincts of an aged monastery-like building, were
hopelessly too small. The State, mindful of what
this collection was worth as a national heritage,
supplemented the money which Utrecht itself
could put up. The present city-amtre building
was acquired at a cost of £70,000 and the col
lection moved in. An indication of the feeling
which the Dutch have for their musical box and
barrel organ museum can be gained from the fact
that last year some 45,000 visitors came.

The Museum's collection is staggering in its
splendour for here several of the rooms are given
over to somc of the largest dance organs ever
built. In one huge room alone stand three of thesc
monsters - a Hooghuys, a lOl-key Mortier and a
65-key Gavioli. These are not just mute exhibits.
All are maintained in the very fincst condition and
are played regularly. Another room is given over to
what must be the fincst organ ever built. This one,
by the grcat Carl Frei, is a IIO-key re-vamped
Mortier which Frei claimed to be his masterpiece.
At the time of its completion, he chosc to match
it with a masterpiece book of music and so trans
cribed the Maritana Overture by Wallace. The

arrangement is remarkable and to hear it is an
experience not to be missed.

Having decided that this must be the finest organ
ever built, one finds in an adjoining room another
organ which vies with the Frei for versatility and
capability. This is the famed Ruth organ which was
so extensively modified in order to produce an
increased volume of sound that it is known as the
Double-Ruth. The tonal colour of this organ is
outstanding and the bass has an impressive timbre.
Unfortunately, the room is just too small to do this
monster justice.

Other organs abound. Small street organs.
portable barrel organs and barrel street pianos and
clockwork cafe pianos abound. There is a Hupfeld
Phonoliszt-Yiolino, a Philipps Paganini orchestrion,
(with the PhilippS-invented automati c roll-ehanger)
and a handsome Heizmann barrel orchestrion with a

Below: The 89-key Gavioli in the museum. There
are now fewer than four Gavioli dance organs
(kermisorge1s to the Dutch) on show and in play.
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This large Stella upright model, seen here with its motor cover removed, features a long narrow side door,
seen on the right of the case and pardy opened, to allow the disc to be slipped under the fQ'ed bar which
rotates axially to press the disc against the sprung star-wheels.
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In this view of Stella at the Nationaal Museum van Speeldoos tot Pierernent, the large size of the motor
can be seen. Unlike Polyphon and Symphonion motors, this one has little in the way of a frame.
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show of brass trumpets reminiscent o( the best of
Welte.

So much for the larger items. One whole room
is given over to musical boxes. Here you will find
an interchangeable orchestral cylinder box, a 26in
upright Stella, a 17Y.in upright Stella, a selection
of choice cylinder boxes and several Black Forest
clocks with tiny barrel organs therein. Within a
showcase are some smaller items: a musical neces
saire, a modern box and a series of pieces showing
the stages in the manufacture of a musical box
comb.

There is one exhibit I have so far not mentioned
and one which is rather remarkable. This is a small
orchestral chamber barrel organ made by Dietrich
Niclaus Winkel (inventor of the metronome and
maker of the Componium) which was presentcd
to the Museum by the family who owned it from
new. The organ dates from 1919 and possesses cer·
tain remarkable features. The clockwork, for ex-

The Hupfeld Phonoliszt-Violina of c. 1914 which
has a wider music roll than later models.
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ample, has only one wheel and the driving weight
is Ict down under thc control of a huge fan fully
eight inches wide by four inches deep. Thewind
department is worked by elemental but highly
efficien t lifting pieces on the periphery of the one
big wheel. The organ will be described in detail
in a later article but another point is that among
the barrels for it are several very interesting pieces
of music, one being a hitherto unknown picce at
tributable to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

Utrecht for the day? Well. perhaps not. Even
so, an afternoon at the Nationaal Museum van
Speeldoos tot Pierement (with attractive young
English-speaking girls as guides) is something not
to be missed. Make the effort to go - it will be
an unforgettable experience.
Facts about the collection:
Owner: The museum is owned and operatcd by

the State.
Address: Achter den Dom 12, Utrccht, Holland.
Telephone: 030-312789
Opening Times: Every afternoon between 2.0 and

5.0 except Mondays when closed all day,
Viewing at other timcs and party rates on
application.

Admission: 2 guilders (about 25p.)Children 75 cents.
Programme: Almost all the instruments ale played

and visitors are provided with an informed
and informal commentary. English is spoken
by the guides.

Quick-fix localions: London to Amsterdam
(Schipol Airport) fare £32,45p, 50 minutes
flying time. KLM bus to Utrecht direct takes
about 35-40 minutes, fare 5 guildcrs. Alter
natively from Amsterdam by train (very frequent
service - book to Utrecht Central, farc 4
guilders). From the station, make for the Dom
Tower (you can see it from almost anywhcrc)
and walk under it, turn left round the cathedral
and you will find the museum ahead of you.

The If Enigmarelle " of the London Hippodrome
appears like a bulky man, six (eet tall, weighing ]98100.
Its Feet are of iron, whilst the legs are of steel and wood,
and the arms of steel and copper. The body is an in
sulated wire frame, cased with fibre and rawhide, and the
head is of wax. Its movements are brought abollt by
three spring and four electric motoni, worked by fourteen
storage cells. 10 its back is a switchboard, containing the
rheostat. fifteen swilches, three levers, and three automatic
brakes. Although the motions are rather jerky, the
~achine very ~\'eTly wal~ with long or short steps, nods
its head, waves Its arms, ndes a cycle. and writes its name
on a blackboard.

JULY 28, '905. I:lectrielly.



Novice's Corner

WINDING IT UP
by "Endless Screw"

I T is some years since last I contributed to the pages. ~f THE MU~IC BOX and in th~t
time we have seen come to pass much that we ongmal enthusiasts for the metallic
music had hoped for. We have unearthed a lot of the lost know-how and have now

embarked on all manner of technical analysis of the musical box which, a decade and more
ago, we neither understood nor recognised the need to understand.

All the while, our Society has grown and many
a new member has found himself thrust in at the
deep end, reading pages in THE MUSIC BOX on
subjects completely foreign to him. It is for this
reason that Mr. Ord-Hume wrote on page 62 of
this volume that the grass-roots needs of members
cannot be ignored. He went on to suggest that it
was pointless to imbue with erudition if the
reader didn't even know how to wind up his
musical box.

So our Editor has suggested that I might like to
contribute an occasional article on basic subjects,
many of which, I might add, are not quite SO

basic as at fust they may appear. Take winding a
musical box as a good example. Any fool, you may
say, can wind a box. True. Equally true is that
any fool can ruin a box through improper winding.
This, then is my first topic for the novice. I
might add that I have seen some experienced
collectors who don't really know how to wind up
their boxes cither, so here's hoping that the
allegedly more expert collectors will pause a
moment to read some of what I have to say.
What is a clockwork motor?

It may come as a surprise to know that a
clockwork motor, as a piece of terminology, does
not automatically mean a coiled-up spring to be
wound up with a key. Clockwork meanS just about
any mechanism where power is applied to one
shaft (or axis) and is transmitted through gearing
(usually a reduction gearing) to do a job. The job
may be to operate the hands of a clock, the
whecls of a toy, the pinned cylinder of a musical
box or the cylinder of a phonograph. One thing,
though, is common and that is that all the power
fed into the clockwork is emitted in regulated form.
This means that the clockwork mechanism includes
some means for taming the force to produce either
a more or less constant speed, or a regular move
ment in the way that a clock escapement is con
trolled by a pendulum. In the mu!ical box, the
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power is regulated by meanS of a little fan or air
brake.

So much for the clockwork. The motor can
be just about anything. It Can be a falling weight,
the energy of which is gradually released as the
weight descends slowly, this energy being regulated
in a manner such as -already described. It can be
water-driven, or can be driven by an electric motor.
You will see that there is even wheelwork inside an
electric clock although here the regularity is obtain
ed by calibrating the cycles of the electric curren I.

Or your clockwork motor Can be spring-driven.
So the proper description for a musical box
motor is to refer to it as a spring-driven clockwork
motor.

It is a rather strangemotor, we must admit, for
it is very long and far from compact. The spring
part is at one end, feeding its power into a very
long shaft (the one which passes right through the
pinned cylinder and, in so doing, turns the cylinder)
down to the regulating clockwork in a small
governor assembly at the far end. You can now see
how very important it is to see that the motor is
quite run down before attempting to remove
either the governor block or the cylinder. It
would be a little like trying to take the gearbox
or cylinder-head off your car with the engine still
running. Or, as a better analogy, attempting to
step out of a lift while it is still moving!

So the musical box is spring-rnotor driven.
What does this spring motor look like? I'm sure you
just what it looks like externally - a short, very
fat brass drum mountcd on a central shaft or axis
-and containing around the outer edge at one
end a toothed gear which meshes with the small
steel gear-wheel or pinion on the end of the pinned
cylinder. If you have a disc musical box, then the
arrangement is different, but the motor is still
easily identified by its short, fat and cylindrical
form.

The outer brass casing is quite thin. If you



look at the end opposite the solid gearwheel end
you will see just how thin the case really is and
how this open end is closed by a brass end-cover

which just fits snugly inside the casing. At one
point around the edge of this end cover is a small
hole, usually rectangular in shape, sometimes
V-shaped. This is the hole through which the
sping is oiled and it also serves as a way of hook
ing out thc lid should it be necessary to look inside
at the coiled-up spring.

The spring itself may be anything up to thirty
feet long (usually less than half this length) and has
a slot punched centrally in each end. If you turn a
spring barrel round, you will see that at one point
on its outer surfacc there is the flush head of a
steel rivet showing. This is called the spring rivet
and in small motors the outer end of the spring is
actually riveted to the barrel at this point. On
others, though, the rivet does not permanently
hold the spring end, but affords a hook-like
protrusion inside the barrel onto which the spring
can be rctained.

The ccntre of the spring assembly is the spring
barrel arbor and this has a hooklike projection on
one side. This holds the inside end of the spring
securely in place. The illustration (on page 162
ovedeaf) shows what the complete ..sembly
looks like. This is drawn for key-winding. Lever
winding, shown in the second illustration, is only
slightly different as regards the mechanical com
ponents.

Now I am sure that you know that if you
wind a spring motor fully, two things can happen.
First you might easily over-strain the spring.
Sccond the motor will run very fast to begin with.
What happens next you also know. After a period
of stable speed and power output, the motor begins
to slow down until finally, when the spring is quite
exhausted of its stored-up cnergy, the thing will
stop.

If you want to get the best service out of a
clockwork motor, then, the section of thc power
output for which you must aim is that middle
portion during which the power output is pretty
constant. Again, if you let the spring run down too
far, there is a good chance that the inside end of thc
spring will unhook itsclf from the hook on the

Different methods of winding. Top to bottom:
An assortment of forged steel keys. The familiar
lever-wind musical box; on this one the handle
of the lever is facing inwards towards the move
ment whereas most face outwards. Folding handle
ninety-degree winding is uncommon but was used
by Henri Capt and also by Paillard on some of the
larger quality boxes. Handles for winding musical
boxes included those with an ingenious friction
clutch (Polyphon and Regina).
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spring will unhook itself from the hook on the
spring-barrel arbor. And then the effect will be the
sameasa broken spring: you will be able to "wind"
and wind and wind, but nothing will happen and
the spring will remain loose and incapable of being
coiled.

We can be pretty careful not to over-wind our
spring motor and thereby make reasonably sure of
not over-straining the ''Pring, but it is not so easy to
see that we ncver let it run down too much.
Happily, there is an casy way round this which has
been known and used in clockmaking for many
ycars before the musical box carne along. The
answer lies in two oddly·shaped pieces of metal
which together are called 'stopwork' and which
are individually referrcd to as 'male' and 'female'.
These descriptions pre-<latc thc pcrmissive age so
we can only assume that our musical-box manu
facturers were sober types to whom a double
entente was considered but a foreign name for
part of a clock.

The male stopwork is a little bit like a thick
washer which has a square hole in the middle. This
is so that it can fit on a square-sectioned part of
the spring barrel axis so as to ensure that it
rotates with the axis. At one point on the outside
edge of this part, which is always made of steel, is
a projection. On early musical boxes, this was no
more than an inverted V-like point sticking out.
On later ones, this piece was formcd into a slender,
pear·shaped projection.

The female stopwork is always of brass and it is
basically a circular disc having in its outer edge a
number of indentations. On early mechanisms,
these indentations may be closely spaced around
one half of the disc. On later ones it is almost
'Maltese cross'-shaped. The female stopwork is
fIXed to the solid gearwheel end of the spring
barrel in such a way that each time the central
arbor is rotated during winding up, the male
stopwork's point enters one of the female stop
work's openings and advances the female stopwork
disc by one division. After a pre-arranged number of
turns, the female stopwork advances to a position

Top to bottom: The early 1y'Jle of stopwork con·
sisted of a female part with openings not sym.
metrically arranged around the circumference
driven by a small·pointed male. The Geneva
stopwork developed into the shape in the centre
picture. The penetration of the male is mnch
greater, so turning the female through a larger
arc. At the bottom is a broken male which has been
forced against the female as shown by the scorings
in the barrel.

where no opening is presented to the male next
time round. This thus prevents the arbor from
being turned, and stops the winding operation.
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In manufacture, the position of the fcmalc
stopwork was set so that the centrc portion of
the slack-to-fully-wound span was used. With
some early types of female, a Iittlc wear would
mean that the female could rotate on its screw
\vhen it was not being driven by the male, so
producing a false fully-wound warning, or allowing
the spring to run down too far before locking. To
prevent this, a narrow, shallow ring was machined
out of the back into which was fitted a kinked
wire spring wbich waS just strong enough to resist
unintentional movement by the female. Later on,
the so-called Geneva stopwork was so shaped that
this could not happen.

From this there are two things to bear in mind.
If you have a musical box which runs down very
quickly and needs frcqucnt winding, it may be
that it has been fitted with a new, shorter spring.
Have a look at the spring barrel rivet - if it bas
been hammered, then this is a very good indication
that it is a new spring. If the casing is distorted
round the rivet, it could mean that the spring has
broken at some time in the past, or that absence
of stop work (perhaps a deficiency subsequently
corrected) has allowed previous ovcr·winding of the
spring in such a careless manner that the rivet has
been strained.

If you have some doubt about things, half-wind
the motor so as to release all the tension from the
female stopwork and bring the female to such a
position thai you can unscrew it complctcly. Don't
worry - this particular operation is not dangerous
so long as you check that the female is not under
tension. Now very carefully wind the motor (and
I'll get round to telling you how to do that in a mo
ment) until you feel that the spring is tight.
Now let the box run and you will see whetlter in
fact it is a 'duff spring or just wrongly-positioned
female stopwork. If this lalter is the case, then all
you have to do is wind the spring up to within
about two turns of the fully-wound position, then
replace the female stopwork in such a position that
"its last opening has been moved by thc male. The
movcment should then run down until it is stoppcd
by the first opening of the female locking with
the male projection.

The other point to watch is that if the male
stopwork is broken, and the later oncs with
slender projections do tend to bend or break. or
the femalc is missing then you should either
replace them to take cxtreme care in winding
and playing the box in case you ovcrwind the
spring or run it down so much that it unhooks
itself.

As a corollary to this, even when a musical
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box has 'run down', there should still be some
power in the spring. This power, although not
transmittcd to the cylinder, is retained by the
stopwork and the female must thcn undcr no
circumstances be removed. If you intend doing
a complete strip-down, then remove the female,
stopwurk while the mechanism is still complete.
Make it the next job to do after the removal of
the musical box comb - and I'm sure you know that
this is always the flrst part of a cylindcr 'nusica!
movement to be removed before anything else is
touched.
Methods of winding

There are several methods of winding musical
movements. Those movements which are con
tained in musical pictures and oil-paintings, for
example, are often wound by a string which winds
around a pulley wheel fixed to the winding shaft,
(the spring barrel axis).

Thc most obvious method (and the style which
we are all most anxious to find because of thcir
comparative scarcity) is the key-wound cylinder
box. lIere the key is placed directly on to the
squared-ofr protruding end of the spring barrel
axis. It is worth mentioning that the majority of
keys have female or socket ends. Some very early
pieces such as musical watches, miniature automata
and so-called musical objets d'art, are wound using
malc keys. These have a squared (occasionally
triangular) projcetion which fits into a suitably
shaped opening in the spring motor.

Keys are all different sizes and are classified
by numbers which are stamped on the top of the
shaft by the shoulders of the handle. Modern
clock keys made with Oat steel or brass 'wings'
conform to the same numerical clas.'\iCieation. so if
you are short of a key, your clock shop can hclp,
The original keys were often things of great beauty,
being forged or cast in steel and finished to a high
pohsh.

Because musical box springs are often very
large and certainly much more powerful than, for
example, gramophone motor springs. they must be
wound with a key having adequate leverage: too
small a key means that winding will hurt the
fingers and too large a key may mean that whcn
the stopwork is engaged for maximum wound
position, the force you can exert unintentionally
is so great that before you know what has hap
pened either the point of the male 'topwork has
snapped off or the female is forcibly distorted and
the fixing screw pivot sheared off.

The number on the key gives the size of the key.
It also rcfers to the size of the square end of the



Female Stopwork

Male
Stopwork

Motor Bridge -"'t"--~~

~";":)"-------S-'"Arbor
The drawing (left)
shows the parts of
the motor stopwork.
On the right are
shown the parts of
the lever-winding sy
stem. Both drawings
are reproduced from
"Collecting Musical
Boxes & How to Re
pair Them" by Ar
thur Ord-Hume.

arbor which is selected by the musical box maker
as being right for that particular box. If you use a
proper key I the amount of leverage is always
right.

During winding, the power which is put into
the spring by coiling it up via the key must be
held secure, otherwise when you let go of the key
the spring would immediately uncoil. In fact,
unless you were double-jointed, you would never
even be able to wind it more than about half a turn.
The power is held by a ratchet wheel and pawl,
sometimes called a click, and the pawl is kept in
contact with the ratchet wheel by a special flat
or curved spring called 2 click-spring. This allows
you to wind as much as you can with a twist of
the wrist, then let go and fe-position yOU! fingers
for the next turn.

If the ratchet wheel is worn (and many are),
if the pawl is rounded with use instead of sharp
at the end (and many are), and if the dick spring
is broken, missing or just weak (and many are),
then there is a real danger that the pawl will not
hold on the ratchet, but will slip out. If this
happens when there is plenty of power on the
spring (and this is when it is most likely to happen),
then the key will be thrown round violently as
the spring undoes. If the key stays on the end of
the shaft, it will probably break your fingers. If
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it doesn't stay on the shaft, then it could quite
easily carve a neat key-shaped passage straighr
through the more solid parts of your anatomy.
Stomachs and chests may not matter too much,
but eyebaJis are another thing.

The operative thing, then, is to keep a careful
watch on the ratchet assembly. See that the
teeth and the pawl are sharp and check that the
click spring is doing its job. Always make this the
rust thing to check on a 'new' acquisition and
make it part of your regular maintenance inspec
tion.

Wear is accelerated by rapid, jerky winding.
Always wind very carefully and reasonably slowly.
At the end of each turn of the key, don't just let
go, but gently feel the key back slightly until you
hear and feel the pawl engage in the ratchet
wheel. Musical boxes are scarce and valuable. Each
time you wind one, you risk damaging it through
one cause or another. Wind carefully.

Lever-wind boxes are later than key-winders,
and the principles of operation are the same.
However, here there are two sets of clicks, one
exactly as before to hold the spring tension, and
another on the lever so that you can move the
lever backwards and forwards to wind.

In winding with a lever, it is very important
not to jerk the lever. Move it evenly and again, at
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Motor Bridge

Pawl fixed to inside
face of winding lever

Ratchet wheel
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the limit of each increment of wind, feel the pawl
set into the ratchet before pushing the lever back.
If the box is a small, light one, jerky winding may
actually lift the box off the table so if there is a
chance of this happening, steady the box with the
other hand. Failure to do this could bend or even
brcak off the lever. Try ot make a definite rule of
always using both hands when winding any type
of box. One hand steadies the box as the other
turns the key or moves the handle. It is, actually,
a more practical and comfortable way to wind a box.
If you are crouching on your haunches under a
table to wind your Nicole, or standing up cranking
a Paillard, a steadying hand makes the whole
operation that much easier.

Winding up by handle is more usually the pre
rogative of the disc musical box. All the foregoing
words apply, but some machines, particularly the
Stella and also the handle-wound Paillard cylinder
boxes, have what is called a 'silent ratchet'. This
is a littk cage which holds the pawl and when you
are winding, the pawl is lifted quite clear of the
ratchet wheel. As soon as you stop winding, the
pawl is dropped into place. On some mechanisms
this is completely controlled by gravity. Such move
ments MUST NEVER be wound whilst on end or
side, otherwise the pawl may lift clear and not drop
back into place. This means handle-shaped holes
in the stomach again, and eyeballs on the carpet.

Springs suffer from indigestion. At their age,
they are entitled to burp occasionally but unless
you really know what is happening it can be both
frightening and worrying. What happens is that
old oil on the surface of the spring gradually dries
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Spring to keep Pawl engaged with Ratchet

to a sticky consistency. As the spring runs down
from fully-wound, several concentric coils of the
spring stick together. Finally a point is reached
when the coils start to peel apart and the result
is that suddenly the gummed-up coils free them
selves whereupon the redistribution of both the
physical shape of the spring and the remaining
spring tension produces a loud rumbling sound
usually lasting no more than about half a second.
It is most common with disc machines with
vertically-arranged, exposed springs.

If the rumble is very marked, it could mean that
the spring is quite dirty and gunged up. More than
a few sticking coils could release sufficient energy
to break the spring.. The only real answer is to
clean out the spring and then re-Iubricate it. This is
a subject which has already been described in these
pages in limes past, but I may turn to it afresh in
due course if the demand is sufficient.

There isn't much more I can tell you about
winding, although at some later date I may describe
some of the interesting variants of winding methods
introduced at various times. Do let me emphasize
again the danger of messing ahout with springs.
These musical box springs really are viscious. If
you have a broken spring, unless you really do
know what you are about, please do not try to
meddle with it YQurself. The late John E.T. Clark
used to tell a story, a true one. about a Bradford
tramdriver who disembowelled himself while trying
to remove amainspring. To tackle springs, you need
a clear head. the right lOaIs and the confidence
which knowledge brings. It really isn't worth
risking.



FRANCIS FRITH'S STREET MUSICIANS

ON PAGE 53 of this volume is reproduced onc of
the postcards produced by that astonishingly pro
lific early amst with the camera, Chesterfield-born
Francis Frith. He was born in 1822 and fmally set
up in business in Reigate, Surrey.

Photographer, explorer, chromcler and artist as
weU as postcard printer, Francis Frith died in
1898, but the business which he began, Francis
Frith & Co, continued until 1971 when closure
came and the works were demolished. It will be
remembered that the fantastic coUection of more
than 60,000 original glass plates and a quarter of a
million original prints were due to be destroyed
when, with but days left to oblivion, Rothmans of
Pall Mall, London, stepped in and in a public
spirited gesture, purchased the entire collection for
subsequent restoration and exhibition.

Among the many pictures in the collection is the
original of the Frith postcard depicting the Italian
organ-grinder and his monkey resting on Cookham
Moor, Berkshire. This extremely subtley-composed
picture, taken in or about 1891, records a piece of
topography which is almost unaltered today, save
that the dirt track is now a busy highway. It
represents a picture taken at the height of Frith's

career and the original print shows slight fuzziness
around the overhanging edge of the cloth over the
barrel organ and also of the little girl's skirt, so
showing that it was a time-exposure using slow fIlm
on a breezy day.

Taken about the same time was another picture
of interest to us. It is thought doubtful that this
one was ever issued as a postcard. but even so it
shows a white-bearded old man cranking an Ariston
card-disc organette mounted somewhat precariously
on a perambulator of the late-Victorian basinette
style. There appears neither reason nor practical
solution for the angle at which the instrument is
portrayed. The only explanation lies in Frith as an
artist, for he knew that shape had to be conveyed
in any pictorial representation. For this reason,
Frith would have had the old man prop the
organelle up clear of the pram sides and tilted so
as to show the disc.

For those who would know more about Francis
Frith, Victorian Cameraman by Bill Jay (David &
Charles) will make fascinating reading. My thanks
to Member Richard Baines for lending me his copy.

ARTHUR W. I. G. ORD-HUME
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A REGISTER OF MUSICAL BOXES
by Arthur Cunliffe

M EMBERS will no doubt remember that
earlier this year a questionnaire form was
circulated with a copy of The Music Box

Magazine. Some members were kind enough to
complete this form and may I now say thank you
for your efforts.

To date, most of the information received
has been transferred to a card index system and
gradualiy some sort of order has begun to show
in the case of most manufacturers. In the casc of
two makers I have received quite a lot of inform
ation, and I now list my findings about tI,ese two
as an example of the type of research I hope to
complete.

The fum of J.GM. seem to have made many
small two air movements, the majority of which
have been fitted into photograph albums. The
letters J.G.M. are to be found on the ny leaf of
the album although the albums were printed in
Germany. Most of the books on musical boxes
date J.G.M. as circa 1890, but I have evidence that
they could have been made in 1880. Maybe a year
or two before that. I have seen a printers mark on an
original J.G.M. tune card give the year 1884, and
this date ties in with the Sullivan tunes listed on
the card and played by the movement. Finaliy,
there is evidence that the early serial numbers have
no prefIX letter. Later ones have prefIX letters.
Tied in with this is that the winding keys of the
early and finely made movements have a heart
shaped handle to the key. Later movements have
Winding keys which have a circular handle wound
round in a 'barley sugar stick' design.

Much information has been given on Langdorff
boxes of the early lever-wind period. I have noticed
that several details seem to be common to all, but I
must point out that from the limited number of
returns I have had, I would not be prepared to
present my fmdings as absolute fact. It is merely
that the information received leads one towards
these conclusions.
1. All the Langdorff boxes seem to have the
special 'half cross' shaped case joints. (See Arthur
W.G. Ord Hume's book, 'Collecting Musical Boxes
and How to Repair Them' page 106).
2. Five of the Langdorff boxes that have their
original tune cards have the same design of card.
Other members report missing tune cards: This

design of card has also been seen on P.V F. boxes
and also two other makers.
3. All the boxes have writing in pencil on the
underneath of the case, This writing includes the
serial number of the movement, but the common
factor seem to be the fact th.t the writing seems
to be indistinct and looks as though it was
rubbed out after final assembly of the box.
4. All the boxes have a brass ratchet wheel on the
motor arbor and not the more t\sual steel ratchet.

These are indeed small points, but I am sure if
members would be kind enough to complete their
questionnaire forms and send me details of their
boxes, in time much more valuable information
would be discovered, I would like to continue my
research. Please give me the chance',

Editor's comment: Member Arthur Cunliffe has
assigned to himself a vast task altfi one which can
never be complete. However, as he has already
demonstrated, a certain amount of data emerges
from only incomplete records. It can only be to
every Members' interest to try to help in the
collection of these data. Remember that if it takes
you an hour to detail your boxes, it is an hour well
spent and the fruits of Mr, Cunliffe's work are
likely to benefit uS all.
Mr. Cunliffe'S address is: c/o Dallas County Primary
School, DallaS Road, Lancasrer, Lancs.

UNCONSiDERED TRIFLES

'There is a good story told by Sir Frederick
Bridge of the mechanical player' (reported Musical
Opinion in May, 1904). 'He went into a room one
day while he was staying at a country house, and
saw some ladies listening to another lady per
forming on a pianola or something of that sort.
He gathered from the expression on their faces
that they were listening to a great classical piece.
But he could not make out the music, which
sounded very abstruse. He felt that he was hardly
educated up to it, though occasionally he seemed
to recognise it. He whispered to one of the ladies
'What is it?' and the answer was 'Bach's Fugue in
D minor'. But he discovered that the fugue was
being played backwards, for the perforated paper
had been put in upside down!
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SOCIETY MEETING REPORT

T HE Winter meeting of the Musical
Box Society of Great Britain was
held at The Kensington Close Hotel,

Wrights Lane, London W.8 on Saturday,
October 13th 1973. Staged as part of this
meeting was an Extraordinary General Meet
ing to discuss and vote on the proposed
alterations for our Constitution and Bye-laws
as set out on page 86.

The meeting began at 10.0 a.m. with registration
and coffee. The first lecture of the day was by our
Editor, Arthur Ord-Hume, on the organette and its
development.

Mr. Ord-Hume began by outlining the musical
component of the organette - the free reed - and
the part which it played in musical instruments.
His talk, illustrated by slides, traced the free reed
from its use in primitive African instrum.ents such
as the sanzo, through the ancient Chinese sheng,
the Jew's Harp, the Mouth Organ, Concertina,
Accordian and Harmonium up to the highly
developed American Organ and instruments made by
the Paris firm of Musle!. He showed how the reed
was made to sound automatically under the con
trol of perforated paper, metal discs or cardboard
bands and illustrated his narrative with slides show
ing early organettes, their palents and drawings
of their operation.

The second talk of the morning was presented
by Member Chris Thompson on some of the
musical boxes in his collection. Unfortunately,
most of his colour slides prepared for the talk
had not been processed due to the industrial
dispute affecting the Kodak laboratories. However,
he was able to proceed !!sing some of his standard
library of slides. Mr. Thompson's collection is
notable for the extreme high quality of the pieces
which include a Paillard Plerodienique (probably
the only one in any Member's collection in the
United Kingdom) and, even rarer, a Duplex twin
cylinder box. He also has a six-cylinder revolver
box which, along with the Duplex, he had brought
to the meeting. In his talk, he explained exactly
how these connoisseurs? instruments operated and
played tapes of some of the boxes which he
did not have on show.

Immediately after the luncheon interval, the
Committee gathered at the top table and the
meeting was called to order for the Extraordinary

Top: Keith Harding's Capital "Cuff" box - the
fust many English members have seen. Centre:
Otris Thompson's very rare Duplex cylinder box.
Below: Also from the ThompllOn collection is this
ime Gebruder Bruder street barrel organ
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Another view of Member Chris Thompson's Dupl.ex twin-<:ylinder, twin-motor musical box

General Meeting. In the absence of our President,
Cyril de Vere Green, who was in North America
in connection with his duties as President of the
American Dental I Association, the meeting was
chaired by Vice President David Tallis.

The main business of the meeting, which was
concluded within a very short space of time, was
the amendment to our Constitution and Bye-Laws.
AU these were approved by majority show of hands.
The agreed alterations are thus as follows:

Constitution:
Article 4 - Officers. Section 1 is amended to

includeHonorary Recording Secretary and Honorary
Archivist.

Article 5 - Duties of Officers. Section 2 under
duties of the secretary, delete the clause "keep
Minutes of aU Meetings", and add Section 5 to
state "The Honorary Recording Secretary shall
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keep Minutes of all meetings".
Bye-Laws:
Article 3 - Subscription. Section 1 to state that

the Subscription shall be Four Pounds a year for
active Members, payable annually on January 1st.
Section 2 is to be re-numbered Section 3 and a new
Section 2 added reading "For all new Mem bers and
Members rejoining after an absence of one year or
more there shall be an entrance fee of One
Pound",

Secretary Reg Waylett reported that, following
an article on the Society published in The Sunday
Telegraph. he had received a number of letters
from people who wished to have details of our
activities. He had, he added, also enrolled the
author of the article as a New Member!

The dates for our meetings next year, our
Secretary announced, were to be June 8th and 9th





for our two-day meeting, A.G.M. and Society
dinner, and October 26th for our Winter meeting,
both to be held at the Kensington Close Hotel.

Immediately aftcr the E.G.M. came one of the
highlights of the day. This was a performance, on
recorder, of some of the music from the Charles
Clay organ clock. The recital was prefaccd by a
short introduction by Arthur Ord-Hume describing
the Clay musical clock which was built in the second
half of the cighteenth century and which travelled
from Amsterdam to Portugal where it remained
from 1771 until it was auctioned at Christies in
London last November. Mr. Ord-Hume described
the music and how it had been identified as being
from part of an obscure Handel opera. The first
piece on the repertoire of the clock was noted
on the dial as Menuet and this he had reproduced
in manuscript form in his recent book Mechanical

- Music. This had been possible because the organ
had survived with its original manuscript book
containing the musical repertoire of the instrument

Member Freddy Hill of Shacklefo>d, Surrey
had taken the music as published in the book by
Ord·Hume and arranged it for two recorders. Mr.
Hill and Member Jocelyn Walker then performed
the Min'!el from the Clay organ clock. This ....s
followed by their performance of :;everal other
short pieces of music published as having been
written for other clocks made by this celebrated
London musical c1ockmaker.

Then followed a practical demonstration of
dismantling and cleaning a musical box staged by
Cliff Burnett of Keith Harding Antiques together

The Society gratefully acknOWledges the sum of
£5.50 received from the sale of some musical box
discs which were donated by Member Charles W.
Alflat.

with two of the workshop assistants who per
formed their work to a detailed running com
mentary. This proved an extremely popular demo
onstration and Members and Guests gathered
around the work tables watching closely to see just
what was being done.

The raffle was then drawn. The Box for raffle
was a large Reuge in a glass case and was
donated to the Society by Member Jon Lanning on
behalf of Fortnum & Mason, details of whose
collection and exhibition were given on page 108.
One of our American Members present, Mrs. Forbes
from California, drew the winning ticket which
proved to be Member J.R. Lces of London, N.8.

With more than 100 Members and their guests
in attendance, this proved to be a successful meeting
characterised by the extremely high quality of many
of the musical boxes on show. Among these must
stand out C.R. Thompson's boxes, already men
tioned, and his Olympia disc box. Keith Harding
exhibited his Capital 'cuff-box' which is most
probably the only one in the British Isles, and
which attracted a great deal of justified attention
from the many who had never seen this product of
the F.G. Otto company of New Jersey. Also on
display, and belonging to Secretary Reg Waylett
was a remarkably fme overture box made by
Langdorff and playing the overture to William
Tell by Rossini on four revolutiens.

Left: Personalities at the meeting. top left: George Worswick who has modified his extensive clock and
watch repairing workshop to include higb-quality repairs to musical movements. Top right: Dick Baines,
temporarily shorn of his familiar beard, was in chmge of tape recorders, microphones and slide-projector, and
manfully coped with a period when the said slide projector suddenly threw a fit and believed it was a pop
up toaster ..• Bottom: Jocelyn Walker and Freddie Hill producing an oral interpretation on recorders of
some of the Haydn music for flute-playing clock as found on the Charles Clay instruments.
One page 170, overleaf, is an instruction sheet which Chris lbompson acquired with his Olympia.Badly
creased after years of neglect, it is just legible.

MEETINGS DURING 1974

Your Committee announces that the following dates and venues have been fixed for meetings
in London during next year:

June 8th/9th 1974 Summer meeting, A.G.M., Society Dinner and Workshop
October 26th 1974 Winter meeting of the Society
Both meetings to be held at the Kensington Close Hotel, Wrights Lane, London, W.8.
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· ..¥ DIRECTIONS ,*-, ••

FOR OPERATING rUE No.4 or 5

Olympia flusic Boxes.
1st. Place the accompanyingwindmg

crank in the position shown in cut at
No.1 and wind the movement carefully
with t\ steady motion by turning the
cnmll from you until (\ certain resistance
is met wit.h. Do not att.f\mpt to Iorce it
nny further, as it will cause dmnnge to
the geo.r-wbeels or bl'cakuge of the spring.
Should the movt:mcnt commence to run
during this operation, draw the starting
lever (Ko. 3) towards )"ou and wa.it until
the movement stops.

211d. Raise the note-holder (No.2)
t.o an \lprigbt position by pressing in the
small cl\tch leyor. null at the sRme time
lifting' upward. Place the ceDtre~hole ill

tlH~ 'tune sheet over 'tone MIJ.w:e-pln of thl:'
instnmHmt .,\.od see that the tLM,h of the
driving-genl' l1,t the right hfmd side o~ ~1:le

movement engage the teeth OD the tun~

!'lb~t )noperly. Be careful tJ1I1t the spRce
oearing the Dllme or the tune t..'D the tune
sheet lies directly underneath the Dote~

holder, also thnt the tiide carryiuR the
projections is turu~d downward or
lowaros the mo\' ....ment.

;ird. Lower the nolA-bolder over the

.·.·lltN.pin, ht'illg" l'm'l'flll tIllIt the tHllall <'atch·level'SURpS into the notch provided for it.
·Ith, 1'0 "tart the JIlusk, push the 8tlU'ting--I~er (No.3) towards the word "start" OJ.l the tag fMtened

tl) t hI' :-;ille llf the oox. By <hawing' it bltck tuwftl'ds "stop" the movement will stop at the end of the tuue,
LHI'l' :,\". -l i~ Il~nll to regulate the f:;.peen, 'vhich uec·t:mes slower os the ].?veris moved toward the word "slow."

GENER,AL OIR,ECTIONS.
'I\l prfJ\flHt tlw tf~dh ill the ('omu from brcaking "If th() damper from gotting out of order, it is nbsolutf'ly

1l1·1·t'S:-;Il.l'y not tn l'elllU\C lhe tUllC shcct before the Mid (,f the tUlle h0.8 been reached :FlOI' the BRme reasoIl

,hi' llll" should Ulw1l)'8 he !'Itopped nt the end of the tuue '\'hen not in use.
ShOIlI,1 tlte 1II0H'lll('ut l'UU ~Iow 01' stop altogether ii' course of time, unscrew the front inside bOaJ.'d a.nd

ap!,ly n litl1t· IIr tLc best wntcbJllnl,el"s oil tu the flywheel-screw t\Jld to both its end pivots. A little applied
III tllf' whf·el hearings i,.; al~(l bcuehtiul.

Till' tUlle ~bcds shouhl nlwn.ys he laid a",ide. by placing the side with the projediou8 upon the smooth
... illl' of auutbf'l' :'\e\'el' pl:lte two sillcs with projccti':>Ds npon one. another.

If tue iu,.;lnlm. lit hus upon expm;etl to.> extrenle rold. "Uo,;' it to sta.nd in a warm room for one or twu
IUlI1l"I; "f'fnre u:-;iug, .thel'wi»)p the cl>mb-teetll (If the :;pring rnaJ break.

--------------~----~



NOTES ON A MUSICAL CLOCK
by Kenneth G. Parrott

M ANY of the early turret clocks were of very primitive design and had the appearance
of being the work of the local blacksmith as, in fact, they were in some cases. One
such was in the Church at Willoughby near Rugby ... The times at which the airs

are played by a musical turret clock varies with the district. Generally it is at three, six, nine
and twelve o'clock. The tunes at Willoughby, above mentioned, were played at twelve, four and
eight. There were in this case six tunes, Cannon, Suffolk, New Court, Belle Isle March, Captain
Thornton's March and a French Air. Only one tune, of course, was played at the time stated'.
So wrole John E.T. Clark in his book Musical Boxes - A History and an Appreciation first
published in 1948.

Earlier this year (1973), after having given a talk
on mechanical musical instrumcnts to the Will
oughby Socicty, I mentioned the rcference to their
church clock in John Clark's book and a' a result
was invited to visit the church and havc a look at
it. Emerging from thc spiral stairway through a
little door halfway up the tower, I entered thc
clock chamber. High on the wall above was the
modern mechanism which now indicates the time to
all within sight or sound of the tower, but at floor
Icvcl the chamber was filled with machinery. In
one corner was the mechanism of a turret clock:
in the opposite corner a woodcn frame held
another set of gears and between thcm stood a
large wooden carillon barrel.

The weight driven turret clock movement is
shown in Fig l. The going side is on the right,
the strikc on the left. The hour was struck in
conventional manner using one of the peal of
six bells by William Chapman of London (1781)
in the bclfry above. This was the only way in
which the clock indicated the time, there being no
dock face for visible indication. In addition to
thc usual notches in thc outer edge of the count
wheel (Fig 1, centre) three pcgs were set on one
side of it - one can be seen in the bottom
position, one a Iittlc above the horizontal on the
ncar 'ide. and the third at the top of the wheel,
It waS these three pegs \'..-hich in turn triggered
the tune·playing mechanism into action at the
appropriate timcs. As the count wheel rotated, one
of the pegs engaged with the far end of a lever
pivoted on the wooden post seen just in front of
the clock (l'ig I), slowly raising it. This in tu.n

J7J

fcrced down the near end of the lever to which
was attached a wire running overhead to raise
a weighted arm on the tune playing mechanism.
With further rotation of the count wheel, the
peg slippcd past the end of the lever allowing it to
return to its original position under the action of
the weight pulling on the wire.

The weighted arm can be seen resting horizont
ally above the wooden frame in the upper part of
the music 'barrel' and the rope drum. TIle ropc
rises vertically from the drum and then passes over
pulleys to the adjaeent corner of the tower where
the heavy driving weight was originally hung.

The illustration shows the arm in its 'neutral'
position, resting on a flat leaf spring on the top of
the wooden frame. Having been lifted and released
as described above, it overshot the neutral position
and in doing so forced down a vertical rod (seen
immediately to the right of the timbcr upright)
whieh in turn acted on the horizontal stop lever
extending t<i~ the left just above the barrel. The
right-angled end of this lever normally engaged in
a slot on the side of the star wheel, one arm of
which can be seen on the ex treme edge of the
picture. The dropping of the weighted arm thus
disengaged the stop lever from the star wheel, leav
ing it frcc to rotate under pressure of a peg set
in one end of the wooden barrel which engaged in
turn, once per revolution of the barrel, with each
of the five arms of the star wheel.

Onec the star wheel had been released, allowing
the barrel to start to rotate, the speed of the barrel
was controlled. by a large fly, similar to those
used in turret clocks, driven by the train of gears in



Fig. 1. The tunet clock movement.

the centre of the picture. The barrel continued to
rotate under the action of its driving weight for
five revolutions, that is, for one full revolution of
the star wheel, so playing the set tune five times.
By this time the weighted arm had been returned
to its neutral position by the pressure of its spring
and so the out-of-balance stop lever was free to
drop into the slot in the side of the star wheel
once more, bringing the whole of the tune-playing
mechanism to a halt.

The 32" diameter 38%" long barrel and the
keys which it played are shown in Fig 3. As can
be seen, the barrel is of robust wooden construction
and the tunes are pinned using stout iron pegs.
The keys are shown in their playing position, their
disorderly positions being accounted for by broken
and maladjusted wires to the bell hammers. Al
though there are only six bells, there are twelve
keys - two per bell - presumably for the same
reason that one may have two (or more) teeth
tuned to the same note in a musical box, i.e. to
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enable more rapid repetition of the same note.
To prevent the bells from being sounded, the
pivoted bar seen leaning against the wall in the
background could be brought down over t.'Ie rear
Oeft hand) end of the keys to force them down and
hence out of contact with the pegs in the barrel.
To change from one tune to another the whole
keyframe was moved sideways along the barrel.

At this point I must record a disagreement
with John Clark, for he credits the Willoughby
clock with playing six tunes whereas it appears
to play only five. FurtheTInore the tunes he
lists do not agree with those given on the card
pinned up in the clock chamber, which reads:-

I. We love the place 0 God
2. Rousseau's Dream
3. Lead Kindly Light
4. Rock of Ages
5. Drink to me only
I can offer no explanation for this discrepancy,

merely record the facts. '

Fig. 2. Governor and stop mechanism.



I do agree that the tunes would be played at
four, eight and twelve o'clock, though whether
the villagers were treated to five verses of Drink to
me only at midnight I do not know. Since the
keys could only be raised or lowered in the
clock chamber it would be necessary for someone
to ascend the tower twice daily to silence the bells
during the night and allow them to play during the
day. In any case one daily visit was necessary to
wind the mechanism.

One member of the society who heard my
talk had tended the clock in years past but it has
not been in use now for upwards of twenty years.
At the present time some of the weights are missing
- as are the pendulum, some of the bell hammers
and one or two other small pieces - but otherwise
it could be said to be in going order. Consideration
has been given to restoration of the mechanism but
as with all things of this nature it is largely a
question of time and money. Whether or not it will
ever play again remains to be seen but in any case
it is an interesting relic of an earlier age of mechan
ical music.

Fig. 3. Music barrel and keys.

TUNE SHEET IDENTIFIED
Members will recall that on page 130 of Volume 4 we published a reproduction of a tune

sheet bearing the initials A.S:V with the legend 'Musiques de Paris, Fabtique au Chateau de
Villetaneuse pres StDenis (Seine)'.

Your Editor recently spent a most interesting day with Members Howard and Helen Fitch,
who are editorially responsible for the Bulletin of the Musical Box Society International, at their
home in Summit, New Jersey. Howard Fitch possesses a box with this tune sheet, and it has
the comb stamped ANDRE SOUALLE. An interesting characteristic is that the cast brass comb
base also bears the initials A S cast in but, and here is the odd part, the letters are reversed in
image, not in order. This means that the letter A has a heavy first stroke (instead of a thin one)
and the S is backwards.

On page 382 of Volume 3, a large and unusual musical box was described and iIlustrated.1bis
had the factor's name Wurtel on the tune sheet (see the musical picture el~ewhere in this issue)
and SOUALLE stamped faintly on the comb.

Helen and Howard Fitch have jointly done a fair amount of research into this maker, includ
ing paying a visit to the remains of the Chateau Villetaneuse. Their fmdings will be the subject
of a paper to be published in the Bulletin of the MBSI in due course.

As a matter of interest, the box in question bears the number 4361 and the gamme number
781 on the tune sheet. That which we published (page 130, Volume 4) was numbered 4168
with the garnme number 662 (eight airs).

This is one further advantage 01 the pooling of knowledge which becomes possible with
societies such as ours and the MBS!
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FROM PIANO SCORE
TO DISC OR CYLINDER

by Robin Timms

AN important respect in which a musical box differs from some other forms of mechanical
music is that it exists as an instrument in its own right. A mechanical organ or player
piano for example attempts to reproduce what a human performer might play on a non

mechanical instrument. At best it does this very well; indeed its success is judged by the extent
to which it creates an illusion, to its own self-effacement. The musical box however in its purest
form does not pretend to imitate other instruments; it exists in its own right as a highly
individual form of art, and needs no apology for that.

The purpose of this article is to show by meanS
of a little detailed analysis of a few bars of music
something of how the musical box comes to
possess its highly individual character.

Taking the first three phrases of God Save the
Queen (this tune will be familiar to most musical
box collectors!) we will put ourselves in the place
of one of the original music arrangers and set the
music up for a medium sized box with 54 notes.
The form of the music which we shall be working
towards is the actual arrangement used for the
II" Polyphon.

First we take a hymn book from the shelf and
turn up the NationalAnthem, where we find some
thing likc this:

musical box only 36 different notes. The piano
uses all the notes of the chromatic scale through
out its 7% octaves; our musical box which spans
4% octaves uses in general only the notes of the
diatonic scale, with an occasional acCidental in
serted in certain octaves. One note of the chrom
atic scale, the sharpened supertonic, does not
appear at all; while in the bass octave only four
notes are used - dominant, tonic, slipertonic and
mediant. The piano can be played with equal
facility in any key: our musical box can use only
onc basic key, with occasional excursions into the
relative minor and the key of the dominant. With
the piano it is possible to control the duration of a
single note or chord and, very important, to

A- I I I..
rJ ~ 11. ~',f~JI !l)).!.L !L!t u II ~ IJ ~',

-
I I I r

I I I V I J I J r
The double bar lines indicate the ends of the

phrases.
The music as it stands can be played on piano or

organ, though it is primarily intended for singing in
four part harmony. It was usual for musical box
arrangers to work from the piano score - but this
is only the beginning of the exercise, because the
piano and the musical box are poles apart and an
arrangement which suits the one is useless for the
other.

Consider some of the differences between the
two instruments. The piano has 88 notes; our
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accentuate a single note, chord or melodic line
thereby giving shape and meaning to the music as
a whole. With the musical box cach tooth is
plucked in the same way on each occasion, and
therefore the note always has the same volume and
duration. With the piano it is possible to repeat a
single note rapidly: to achieve this on a mu";cal
box, it is necessary to have two, three or four
teeth tuned to the same note.

But the music arranger is not dauntcd by the
apparent limitations of his instrument; on the
contrary t he is going to make virtues of necessities.



Having before us the score of God Save Ihe
Queen, we now need to work out the tuning
scale of the musical comb. It proves to be as
fonows:

We compare the score with the tuning scale only
to fmd that hardly any of the notes in the score
are available. We must transpose the music into the
key in which our comb is tuned.

I

• ·. . ·
1,0-

I 1,0-

I I I I

·.
• . '1

Still we have barely'started; for to transcribe
this on to disc or cylinder, even though many of the
notes are now available, would be to fail to
recognize the character and spirit of the instru
ment with which we are dealing: it would sound
very thin and dun.

We will consider the melody flIst. It is usual
to place the melody in the highest available octave,
so that it is prominent, and sings out above the
rest of the music. In the first phrase this works
out very conveniently, but in the second phrase
the highest note, G flat, takes us beyond the
highest note on the comb, so that it is necessary
to jump down an octave. To do this just for one
note would sound strange, so we bring the whole
phrase down an octave. The third phrase can go
back into the higher octave.
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We shall now consider in more detail the
treatment of the melody in a bar-by-bar analysis,
but first, to avoid superfluous musical examples,
here for reference is what our musical box will

finally play. Square note heads indicate that two
teeth tuned to the same note are plucked simul
taneously. It should also be noted that the musie
sounds an octave higher than written.
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Bar 1
111e melody can often be made more prom

inent by being duplicatcd in the octave below,
and even in the octave below that. The melody
in the top octave reads D flat, Dflat, E flat. I! so
happens that there are two D flats on the comb
in this octave so that one can be used for the
first melodic note and the other for the second,
without fear of using the same tooth in too rapid
succession - that is to say, in the casc of a disc
box, before the star wheel is again in the correct
position. In the octave below there are three D
flats and two E flats. We therefore use two of the
D fiats in the first chord, being on the strong beat
of the bar, and the other on the second. On the
third beat of the bar we make use of both the E
flats. To strengthen the melodic line further we
have D flat, D flat, E flat two octaves below the
top note also. Thus, corresponding to three notes
in the piano score. we have eleven projections on
the disc.

Because the melody is fairly slow moving, the
notes of the top octave of each chord are spread
to give an arpeggiando effect, so that the sound
is kept alive and we do not just have a series of
chunky chords which quickly die away.

Bar 2
The first melodic note has to last a beat and a

half. As the sound of a single plucking of the tooth
will not last that long, we repeat the note, again in
the highest octave, on the second beat of the bar.
I! is not also repeated in the lower octaves, because
we do not want to make it too prominent here,
merely to give a sustaining effect. The harmonies
will move with the following note of the tune, as
in the piano score. Returning to the long first note
of the bar, we fill up the first beat, having struck
the melodic C. with a run of demisemiquavers
which lead naturally to the repetition of the C at
the beginning of the second beat. The melodic D
flat, lasting but half a beat, needs no ornament
atior. Th~ E flat on the third beat however does
call for some simple elaboration. In the highest
octave there is only one E flat, so that no trill is
possible here. In the octave below however there are
two E flats and two Fs so that a rapid trill is
possible to keep the sound alive using the melodic
note, E flat, and the note above. However, having
played each of these four teeth, F, E fiat, F,
E flat, in rapid succession, we cannot use them
again till the next beat. Hence the rest at the
end of the bar in this part of the music.

Bar3
Because of the absence of a very high G flat, the

melody has to be brought down an octave. To cover
up the change and make use of the higher notes on
the comb where possible we shall make use of up
ward runs in demiscmiquavers. In the case of the
two melodic Fs we can conveniently run up the
scale to the higher F, the top note of the comb,
using the eight notes of the scale in sequence to give
us the needed eight demisemiquavers. As the final
note of the run is also F, this will further serve
to bring out the melody. On the third beat we
cannot run upwards to a higher G fiat, but we
can go up as far as E flat and then fall back using
the notes of the E fiat minor chord indicated by
the harmony to the G fiat on which we started.
All tltree melodic notes in this bar are emphasised
by making use of both adjacent teeth which are
tuned to them. Corresponding to the three mel
odic nOles in this bar of the music, there are no
fewer than 27 projections on the disc - a real
field day for the arranger! It is in ways like this
that he not only overcomes apparenl limitations,
but goes beyond this to create a new and subtle
form of art.

Bar 4
We start on F again, but this time the nole is

to last a beat and a half. As with the C in bar 2,
we repeat the F on the second beat of the bar,
but this time we can run up to it with eight
demisemiquavers and then remain in the higher
octave. Whereas the upward runs from F in the
previous bar finished on F, in this case we want
F to com"'al the beginning of the second beal, not
at the end of the first. This can be achieved by
inserting an extra note, G natural, in the run of
cight so that the last of the demisemiquavers is
E flat, not F. On the last beat of this bar the
melodic D fiat is kept alive by being played in
rapid succession with the D fiats an octave below.
(There are two D fiats available in the highest
octave).

Bars5&6
As in bar I, the melody appears in three

octaves, the top octave being played arpeggiando
and two teeth being plucked simultaneously in
thc second octave.

Scarcely less important than a carefully con
sidered melodic line is a sound bass. In the case of a
disc, bass teeth can be plucked a second time less
rapidly than teeth near the top of the comb.
However, the bass is slower moving, and prcsum-
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ably this is why the bass notes are nearest the centre
of a disc. It needs to be remembered too that the
duration of sound of the bass notes is greater
than that of the treble.

Bar!
Just as we placed the melody in the highest

available octave, so we place the bass as low
as possible. Thus we get off to a good start with a
low D flat on the fIrst beat of the bar. Next we use
the lowest available B flat; but on the third beat
we used a low E flat in place of the G flat in the
transposed piano score. This is because there is no
really low G flat available. This produces a super
tonic chord in the root position instead of in the
first inversion, which is preferable to a first
inversion chord lacking a really low bass note.

Bars2&3
The bass line is kept alive matching the busy

treble by moving in quavers instead of crotchets.
The low A flat is repeated at the octave on the
second beat of bar 2, and the quaver movement is
maintained in bar 3 with a descending figure which
starts in the middle register and is taken over by the
bass.

Bar 4
The quaver movement is continued in the tenor

register during the one and a half beats of the low
A flat. This should be followed by an A natural, but
no such note is available in the bass, and even
if it were, it might not sound effective, but
rather smudgy, as the A flat would need to be
dampened when the A natural sounded, and the A
natural would need to be dampened when the B
flat followed it at the distance of half a beat.
Since this could not easily be achieved it is per
haps justas well that there are not too many bass
notes available which might conflict with one
another if sounded in too quick succession. Per
haps this is why a low G flat is omitted from the
comb: it would create a dissonant semitonal clash
if sounded close to the F. Instead of A natural,
then, A flat is used again giving a simple dominant
chord ilistead of a diminished seventh - which
some might regard in dubious taste anyway!*

Bars 5 & 6
At the beginning of bar 5, E flat replaces G

flat as at the end of bar 1; and in bar 6 the single
chord is kept alive by quaver movement on the
tonic chord which will lead back to a low D flat at
the beginning of the next bar. Notice that the fInal
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octave lacks a low F. This is because there is only
one tooth for this note, and that has been plucked
only a moment ago.

Having established good melodic and bass lines,
the rest falls into place without too much dif
ficulty. We need well spaced chords using the notes
indicated in the transposed piano score, but mod
ified sometimes where the bass line has been
changed. The top octave of certain chords has
been marked arpeggiando, but there is a slight
tendaney for all chords to be played in this way,
the arpeggiondo however being so rapid that the
ear is scarcely aware of it, except that sometimes a
tendaney for the lowest note of a chord to anti
cipate the rest by the slightest fraction is notice
ablc.

Whereas the piano score contains 64 notes - 16
notes of melody supported by four part harmony
- the corresponding bars on the musical box use
203 notes. Trills, runs, arpeggios, ornamental
figures, spread chords, repeated notes - a deter
mination to use the full range of the musical
comb - these are the ways in which the music
arranger not only triumphs over the limitations of
his instrument, but creates a elistinctive form of
musical expression of great subtlety and charm.

* The diminished seventh came into its own with
those pianists whose job it was to accompany silent
films. In this instance it formed a musical rOuSe not
entirely unsuited to its medium - Editor.

The item below comes from a 1909 music trades
directory. Starting on the next page is an articie
written by Member F.G. Buck which appeared in
The Model Engineer for January 31, 1952. Re
produced with acknowledgement to The Model
Engineer.

MANUFACTURERS OF PERFORATED

IMUSIC ROLLS FOR ALL STANDARD
PLAYER PIANOS

524-528 WEST 57TH STREET I
INew York Cify U. S. A. j
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Are You a Musical Boxer ?
F. G. Buck gives some good advice on the

approach to Musical Boxcs

(Photographs by F. A. Bur/;)

Higll·class box by NIC(Jle Frl'r(,s plu.I'iliK twell't!
airs by Mozart, two airs fO one rt!\'OIUlion of
cylinder. Comb 12 i"./ong-1281f..'eth. Made 1858

BEING the culprit responsible for inveigling
the Editor into extending the scope of

THE MODEL ENGIKEfR to include an occasional
treatise on the subject of Musical Boxes, I was
only half surprised when the worthy gentleman
in question proceeded to get his H own back"
with a vengeance I by
suggesting I submit a ~'~

contribution on the r
subject myself! Actu-
ally, I had been half
afraid he might tbjDk
of this from the begin
ning, but was fervently
hoping he fDOufdn'c!
Alas, the chopper fell,
so to speak, and I
must now do my best
to vindicate myself.

Following the tradi
tional practices of offi·
cialdom in general, I
endf'avour to shift the
blame to someone elseJ

bur as the someone
else in quesTion hap
pens to be my wife,
who may read this,
I must needs be very
careful indeed! 'Twas
she, in fact, who really
startcd me off on yet
another phase of in
terest, by returning
from a shopping expe
dition armed with,
amongst other things,
a small hand-operated
musical box of Swiss
origin. a few of which
had apparently been
allowed to be imported
into the country. This
proved to be of good
quality and though
ostensibly a present
for my small daughter, it was discreedy trans
ferred to the confines of my workshop by dir·
of much guile.

After the hue and cry had abated somewhat,
what n:I0re natural than an investigation into the
innermost workings of this objet d' art, and arising
from the subsequent spot of •• surgery" came:
realisation that here indeed was a very high
standard of craftsmanship.

Lurking at the back of my somewhat" wonky U

memories, I had a vague recollection of hav'lng
seen a much larger musical box in my younger
days, and became determined to try and track

down such an instrument-little knowing what
I was letting myself in for!

Following many weeks of enquiries. to which
came the usual reply of" What, those old things?
My mother had one and gave it away years ago,"
I cvcntually ran onc to earth in the local pawn

broker's shop, and not
only had this one the
normal comb, but an
array of beUs as well;
just the job 1

Having revived a
little from the shock
of hearing the price,
and after indulging in
a spot of mental forti
fication by bringing
to mind how much
a year folk inform
me I savc by not
smoking, bang went
the equivalent of what
I imagine must surely
be a whole van load
of cigarettes, and I
triumphantly carried,
or rather staggered,
away with my find.

Having bored my
f~unily-but Plor my
young daughter
almost to tcars with
assorted and rather im
perfect r~nJerings of
Gilbert & Sullivan's
melodies) etc., it was
dcdJcd to submit the
works to a dose of
"tuntng up," in more
ways than onc, and
for a while thc house·
ho!d liV<u in peace.

Thc first step was
to remove the entire
movement from the
b.>x itself, which can

invariably be done by the removal of a few screws.
The next lltep was to remove the comb, being
extremely careful to avoid damaging it in any way
in the process, an'd I would mention that it is a
"golden rule" that the comb should always
be removed first of all prior to Bny work being
done on the rcst of the movement) for should
anything get out of hand and the cylinder spin
round, the result will invariably be disaster and
a shower of brokcn tceth with which the National
Health Service is entirely unable to dt.:al !

The next stage is to allow the mainspring to
run right down until the stopwork, which is
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A table Polyphone, playing metal discs 91 in. dia.

Family photograph album beaurijulJy bound in leother, with
t/tree-air movement on 64-/ooth ccmb

One or tYiO
broken teeth in
the mainspring
barrel can be re
paired by dove
tailing and
"sweating in" a
brass blank and
filing up new
teeth, or, more
crudely. by screw
ing in a row of
two or three studs
and forming teeth
from these) again,
by careful filing.

The speed
governor is a
straightforward
piece of mecha
nism and should
be cleaned, oiled
and correctly set

fitted to most good movements, is in engagement
and all power taken from the cylinder, after which
general dismantling for cleaning or repairs can
safely be accomplished.

I' generally make a start on cylinder pins at this
stage and prepare myself for a good many hours'
work if they are obviously rather knocked about,
as, regrettably, they often are.

Frankly, I have not as yet attempted the
repairing of those found broken off, having more
than enough of other activities making demands
on my time, but unless there are a good number
broken, it is surprising how little the playing is
affected. Those pins bent can often be srraigh
tened with the aid of a pair of fine fiat-nosed
pliers of which I have made a pair specially for
the job, having a slight radius stoned at the
extreme cnd. I havc found this a help in avoiding
cracking off, but, of course, very badly bent pins
are rarely capable
of being straight
ened without
breaking. This
pin.straightening
business, although
very tedious, is
well worth while,
and I have found
3 great improve
ment in the play
ing of a box after
" lreaunent. oJ

If the inslrU
ment plays morc
than one tunc,
see that the cylin
der moves freely
on its shaft and
that the spring:
thereon is of
sufficient tension
to ensure it is

held in position---<)therwise «The Soldiers
of the Queen)J arc liable "to be COWld wander
ing amongst II The Roses of Picardy" or
joining their contemporaries in a rousing chorus
from Faust 1

Most of the rest of the overhauling job is
sttaightfonvard modele?) engineering work, apart
from repairs to the comb itself. It is quite
possible to replace broken teeth) but the main
snag is to ascertain the correct pitch to which to
tune them for they do not run straight up the
scale, as is the case with a piano. The fitting
of the spring dampers which prevent a tooth
making a " rasping oJ noise if touched by a pin
while still vibrating, is also a tricky job, and
deroils are not within the scope of this article.
Suffice to say that while it is much better if they
are correctly fined) the box will still play without
them, but not so U cleanly."
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Top box was made by Paiflard and features spring
drum direct on shaft-no gears. Eight airs, 43 teeth.
Lower one very SWl?et indeed and quite old. About

1840. Fairs airs, 110 teeth

see that it runs freely but with the
absolute minimum of eod shake.

Although the comb is almost always
dowelled to the framc, it can neverthe
less often be moved a shade to some
advantage by the 'Very judicious use
of light taps from a hammer. ](
is usually much better to "set" a
comb so mat it is no " deeper" than
necessary to enable the pins to just
lift the teeth a fraction. This will
result in a sweeter tone, less '" plonk
ing" and less "rasping "-all terms
whieh are self·explanatory.

As often as not, speed can be regu
lated by retarding the ignition-oops,
sorry-by adjusting the two-bladed
fan or air brake, though some reduction
of speed usually takes place to\vards
the end of the mainspring's "run."

I make no apologies for having
brought musical boxes to the notice
of THE MODEL ENGINEER, for although
they are obviously not models, the
craftsmanship that was put into them
and the reasonably high standard
of skill required to put a damaged
movement into good order, makes
them worthy objects for the attention
of the model engineering "type."
It is a great pity that a good many
boxes have, in fact, been damaged,
and of the community as a whole
I can think of none more likely or

One o/the best-t.:Jned disc machines ever made. A" Regina II

made in New Jersey. U.S.A. 15lrin. diu's

by the aid of that most valuable commodity
--COmmon sense I Should the end thrust
pi~usually a stone-be missing) a sub
sttture can be made from silver-steel rendered
c, glass hard" by heat treatment and havinR
the. working face subsequently lapped and
polished.

When refitting the complete cylinder and shaft,

My first real music box. Ten airs, 56 teeth, plus
six for bells
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My latest and greatest. Drum. bell, castanet and organ. Organ keys afe in the centre. Weighs over 1 cwl
Ten airs

capable of repairing them than model engineers.
There is a great variety of different types' of

musical boxes, but until those employing suitably
indented discs came into being, and which l

with the great advantage of being able to play
as many tunes as there were discs, as with a
modem gramophone, virtually "killed" the
original .. cylinder" pattern, the majority were
based on the latter style in all sizes from those
fitted into watches to massive mechanisms
weighing a hundredweight or more I

I have one fitted into a family photograph
album, and a recent acquisition has not only

drum, bells and castanet accompaniment, but an
organ as well-eomplere with a nifty little double
acting air-pump working direct off the govemor.
All the fun of the fair I

Needless to say. I should always be glad to hear
of any boxes damaged or otherwise to add to
my growing collection or of showing any of the
ones I already have to anyone genuinely
interested.

I sincerely hope that this enterprise of THE
MonEL ENGINEER will result in the "' rescue I)

of many examples of craftsmanship in this
particular branch, and particularly that we may

Super alarm clock. Eight airs. Tune plays each hour ifset. Eight-day clock
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Possibly the gem' ormy collection so far.
Although not a musical box, it belongs
to the same family. This has to be seen
to be appreciated. Bird is feathered,
flaps wings, opellS beak, bobs tail and
turns from side ro side while a rna.it
realistic bird song is produced. All done
by a mass of cams, lel'ers, go to's and
come from's, pump belluws and a crafty
whistle, etc. Bird is. less than 1 in. long
and disappears into box at conclusion of

performance

hear more from the U connoisseurs " who have
been collecting these instruments for many years,
and from anyone who has undertaken the

OBITUARY_ DR. WILLIAM SUMNER

Dr. William Leslie Sumner died suddenly during
August. Born in Yorkshire in 1904, Dr. Sumner
was a world-wide authority on the church organ
and after sevcral appointments in London including
at London University, he moved to Nottingham
University where he joined the Dcpartment of
Education and became a professor.

In addition to his being recognised as a great
exponent of organ technology and everything to
do with organ lore, he had a practical knowledge
of every detail of organ building and was, needless
to say, a studied performer.

A widely-travelled man who had visited most
of the famous organs in Europe, Dr. Sumner was
last autumn appointed consultant to the Dean and
Chapter of Ely Cathedral in the matter of the
rebuilding of the magnificent Harrison organ.

His published works include The Organ: Its
Evolution, Principles of Construction & Use (Mac
donald) and The Pianoforte. He was also a reg
ular contributor to Musical Opinion and The
Organ. He was intensely interested in the possibil
ities of using the barrel organ as a means to dis
cover how styles of musical interpretation had
differed over the ages and had frequcntly discussed
this in correspondence with the writer. His name is
not unknown to Members of the Musical Box
Society and an article from him on the Apollon
icon organ was reprinted on page 377 of Volume 4.
Dr. Sumner leaves a widow, two sons and two
daughters.
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construction of a musical box in his workshop.
For myself, I intend having a go at a " singing

bird box »-but that's another story.

VALUABLE HISTORICAL

DOCUMENTS IN THE

GUINNESS COLLECTION

Recently your Editor visited Member Murtagh
Guinness at his New York home and there found
two most interesting documents. Mr. Guinness very
kindly agreed to these being borrowed for oopying
and they are reproduced on the following three
pages.

The flIst, on the facing page, is a letter dated
25th June, 1906 from Metert & Co. This estab
lishes the date on which Metert took over the old
Nicole Freres premises at 22, Ely Place, London,
and also provides the name of the former manager
of Nicole Freres' disc musical box section - Mr.
Meitzner.

A significant item is the listing of disc musical
boxes to the left of the letter - Polyphons,
Symphonions, Reginas and Harmonias.

The second item, reproduced overleaf, is a two
page letter from F. Conchon of Geneva and
addressed to a musical box owner in Kensington,
London, on 27th November 189 I. As well as
containing operating instructions for the use of one
of the Conchon musical boxes, it names Charles
E. Brun of 21, Ely Place as a competent repairer.

Brun became head of the Nicole Freres business
in London in 1880 (see Volume 4, page 234).

The Conchon emblem, shown at the top of
the letterhead, is reproduced to a larger scale at
tile end of the letter. Place des Alpes was also where
Bremond was in business.



METERT & CO.
26 YEARS WITH

NICOLE FRERES.

22. ELY PLACE. HOLBORN CIRCUS,

LONDON. E.C.

R¢pair¢rs
. OP

SWISS MUSICAL BOXES.

POLYPHONS.

SYMPHONIONS.

REGINAS.

HARMONIAS.

PHONOGRAPHS

••J

DISC rALKJNG MACHINES.

AUtOMATIC

MECHANICAL MACHINES

ORGANETfES.

SINGING BIRDS.

ESTIMATES FREE

~. -«(6- .

25th June j 1906

Dear Sirs,

We beg to inform you that we have this day

transferred our business as Repairers of all

kinds of Musical Boxes and Talking Machines to

22, ELY PLkGE, (the old premises of Nicole

Frere" Ltd.)

Our Mr. Metert has been associated with

Messrs. Nicole Freres as manager of their Swiss

Musical Box Repair Department for the past

twenty years, and our Mr. Meitzner has also been

many years in the said firm's employ in charge

of the Polyphon and other Disc Musical Boxes

and Talking Machine Repairs Department.

All orders entrusted to us will have our

most careful and prompt personal attention.

Soliciting your kind support,

We remain) Dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully,

METERT & CO.
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MEETING
REPORT
THE Regional Meeting of the Society

was held at Aintree, Liverpool, on
Saturday, September 8th, 1973. The

venue was Jacob's Athletic & Social Club in
Long Lane and the meeting was organised by
Member L.N. Wilson of Formby, Lancashire.

England's hottest summer for many a year
providcd a fine cloudless summers' day for the
occasion and the Social Club, situated in the
pleasant greenery of one of the City of Liverpool's
more rural suburbs, proved a spacious, bright and
airy meeting place.

Some 6~ or more Members and their guests
gathered from allover the country with, not
unnaturally, the Midlands-domiciled members great
ly outnumbering the rest. It provided a fine
opportunity to meet some new faces - those
Mcmbers who are not always able to travel down
to London for our main gatherings.

The London' delegation, President Cyril de
Vere Green, and Mrs. Bertha de Vere Green,
Treasurer Keith Harding, Archivist Alan Frost and
Editor Arthur Ord-Hume, had travelled up the
previous night and had passed a rather uncomfort
able night in the palatial down-town Adelphi Hotel.
The heat of an unexpectedly torrid Liverpool, plus
thc non-stop traffic noise, induced in one the
belief that wc had arrived on the night of the Great
Liverpudlian centre-city Formula 1 Grand Prix!
To add to things, your Editor's room had the central
heating system turned full on without a means of
turning off!

Meeting organiser Leslie Wilson and his ,charm
ing wife Catherine, had gone to great lengths to
provide a full and interesting programme with the
help of thc Society Committee, and had recruited
much local help to produce a most welcome (and
rcasonable) luncheon.

The meeting began at 10.0 in the morning with
coffee and registration.

This was followed by an illustrated talk by
Membcr the Rev. Jonathan White which hc called
'Pot Pourri'. This proved to be a tour through the
instruments of mechanical music with copious
quality slides. His excellent pictures coupled with
informed commentary formed a highlight of the day.

Your Editor was scheduled to be the second
speaker but hc had contrived to bring along a tape
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Mrs, Bertha de Vere Green looks on as Archivist
Alan Frost discovers something of interest. Below:
Dr, Robert Burnett presents his talk on quality in
boxes.

of the wrong speed which necessitated Mrs. Wilson
scouring town during the luncheon-brcak to seek
out a means of making good his lack of adequate
attention to the detail requirements which he him
self had helped tl' draw up.

Second place was therefore altered and President
Cyril de Vere Green advanced his talk on some
of the exquisite and unusual musical snuff boxes
in his collection. His talk replaced Member Alfred
Thompson whose talk, 'Collecting for Variety' had
to be postponed due to his being called abroad
at short notice.



One of Dr. Burnett's boxes on show was this unusual high-quality lever-wound box bearing the name A.
Golay-Leresche of Geneva on the hand·written tune sheet. The instrument, a four-air mandoline, is wound bl'
a lever with a shield-shaped top. An enlarged view of the tune sheet is given on page 203.

An astounding feature of our President's lecture
was the superb quality of his slides which, he later
revealed in answer to a question from the !loor,
were prepared for him by one of his medical
photographers at University College Hospital where
he is Dean of the Dental School. Teeth, one might
construe, of a different sort! His talk, combining
tape with slides, was very well received and all must
have experienced those pangs of jealousy as they
saw and listened to some of his outstanding
specimens.

Following the luncheon intermission and an
examination of the. display of Members' boxes,
Editor Arthur Ord-Hume presented his talk 'Street
Pianos' which he subtitled 'Music by the Handle'.
This was illustrated by slides and tape recordings
which included a description of how music is set
on the barrel given by the late Canon A.O.
Wintle, and the sound of some of the exquisitely
restored pianos in the Marino Marini collection,
Ravenna, Italy.

This was followed by a talk by one of our
past Presidents, Dr. Robert Burnett, entitled
'Quality in Musical Boxes'. This contained much
interesting comment on the quality of musical
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boxes from early to late periods. All early musical
boxes, propounded Bob Burnett, and this includes
all key-winders, were of good quality. He also sug
gested that from the musical standpoint, German
made boxes were of bet~er standing since the
Germans were better musicians. A further point he
made was that no key-wound bell boxes are
known, all being lever wind and this also applying
to hidden drum-and-bell boxes. It is certainly true,
as far as your Editor has been able to adjudge, that
the highest quality drum-and-bell boxes do not go
back further than the beginning of the lever-wind
era and that the very best, softest-sounding drums,
arc those with thin metal drum-skins beaten by .f

short-stroke hammers more as a patter.
Dr. Burnett's talk, ably illustrated by specimens

from his collection, did much to bring home to
many of those present that quality, far from being
an intangible "'1'eet, is a characteristic whi~h is
both definable and discernible.

The formal meeting concluded just before 4.0
p.m. One characteristic of this meeting was the
extremely high quality of the musical boxes on
display from Members' collections.

A.O-H.



TREE MUSIC
by Jocelyn Walker

M ANY readers will have examined with
interest the Tenth Anniversary Supple
ment to The Music Box. This took the

form of " reproduction of a catalogue issued by
O.C.F. Miether of Brunswick in about 1905. Item
No. 1780, near the end of this catalogue, is a
Christbaum-Untersatze mit Music und Drehwerk
which simply implies 'Musical ChIistmas-tree Stand
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with revolving top' - for that is what it is..
I have one of these curiosities in my collection.

It differs from the one illustrated in the catalogue,
the base of which looks like a jelly which has been
left in the sun whereas mine is a papier-mache
hiilock coloured to look like grass and earth. This
mound is secured to a wooden platform - like a
breadboard - 15" across and having three small
bun feet. The under-side is stamped 'Made in
Germany', so it would seem to have been intended
for an English speaking, rather than a domestic,
market.

The tree itself can be quite large, family size
in fact, and is secured by three pointed screws,
with wing nuts, in the heavy cast-iron urn which
surmounts the piece.

Removal of the urn from its spindle and the
stage earthworks from the breadboard reveals the
mechanism. This consists of a simple but strongly
constructed clockwork motor; the centre arbor
of the spring providing the rotating spindle for the
urn with its tree. There is an endless screw with an
air break. The stop-start lever simply rests a spring·
supported felt pad against the endless. This is
sufficient to arrest its very weak motion and hold
the motor in check. A second lever introduces a
pivoted, continuously rotating cog-wheel to the
great wheel of the automatically alternating two
air musical movement. This has a fat cylinder which
moves rather fast but at a low power, playing a
comb of 52 teeth. The music may be stopped with
out interrupting the rotation of the tree. One tune
is Silent Night the other is a mystery at present.

We have used this device in the family circle for
the two past Christmasses when it provided much
pleasure revolving and playing while small gifts
were cut from the tree. What must have been the
delight of the children of seventy years ago when
it was first introduced?

Two views of the Christmas tree stand, the upper
one showing the 'jelly-mOUld' cover and the lower
one details of the musical mechanism.
On the facing page is a small keywind box from
the Fortnum & Mason collection. The bOOplate
bears the initials J.M. and it plays four operatic
airs. The case is fruitwood, the comb is 7.7 ins
long and the tunesheet is not original.





MASKELYNE AND COOKE'S AUTOMATA AT THE EGYPTLL"'fBALL.



John Nevil Maskelyne was a famed illusionist, magician and mechanician who staged ingenious shows at the
Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly for many yean. Maskelyne's writings on automata, fust published in "Leisure
Hour" during 1879, remain a valuable summary of the subject. These articles, given to the Editor by Member
George Speaight, are prefaced, left, by an engraving from "The Illustrated London News" of October 19th,
1878, showing Maskelyne & Cooke's automata. The frrst set of articles is presented here.

AUTOMATA
L

AUTOKA'l'A, or aelf·adinc machin... mipt be
taken to iDeIude cloobud other dan.- .!UM,

by m8&llll of ••pla, l,!_ pull.,., ud oaiDJII,
100"" £or a ""nDd.....bl. lImB; bnlth...... wi1l h_
be ueed in ila teclmiea1 _ eo indice&ia& mooba-
mcaJ.Jiga:ree made

to
onder ad .......m...t.

Chief among th_ hat are oelIecl" &IUIroidte,"
or ma-reeembling &gnree. eapoble of perI'orming
tho moliona of h1lllWl beinga, appenntlr tho noult
of ..ill ad intelligence.

There are th... who conceire IoIa& to be thrown
a.ay upon .uch to,., but the fact ;", the iugenuity
of their anthoro hal led to tho oolUlkw>t.iOIl of m..
c:haDiBma of grealeet uae to mankind 'l'huollli David
BreWAt.er obeer'Y8I: H The B&me eombiDation of t.b6
meehaniea1I"'''oro .hich made tho opider en.1, or
..ared tho tiny rod of the ~eian, eontribnlod in
future .Ye&TI to~ of higher import. Thoee
.heo1a ad pinions, .hiob almoe& eluded our __
by IMir~ ....ppeared in the otnpendoue
m""bum olour opinning-maehin.. and our otoam~
engin... Tho olom_ of the tumbliug puppet were
rori,.ed in the chronometer, which DOW conducts our:
nary through the ocean, uud the .hopele....beel
which direcLed the hand of the drawing automaton·
hu served in the pre88nt age to guide the movementl
of the tambouring engine."

Bllt th.8e8 grand U po88ible results" haTe seldom
bee. in the mind. of the makero of automnlo. Thoy
have gODon'uy sought their own advantage in cater
ing for the amusement of their kind. This is a fair
and1auda~lopurp0e8, eepecially if eciance ioeallod to

...iet the ilIu'ion. Many great men haTe thought
it worthy of their energi08 to devote some attention
to automata. Archimedee, the moat famed mecbaniat
of antiquity, found time for, and pleasure in, the
makinK of BUch U inoensiderate trifles.U lIanr
aeienti6.0 men mOB hi.a time, as Roger Bacon,
AlbertUi llagnus, Begiomontanus. the Marquis of
WoJ"'OO&ter, Dr. Hooke. Vaue&nson, and others, haye
striven in the same direction.

AU automatons have not been ue1M1. even in their
own time. Witn9118 that equine wonder mentioned
by Iaaac D'Iaraeli. It eeemethat a philcoopber,
annoyed by baring horoee led to drinkbeaeath the
window of h.i.J study, U made a magical ho1"88 of
wood, oooording to one of the boob of Hermee,
which perfectly an."orod hi, pur_ by frighteuing
away the horsee, or, rather, the grooms. The
wooden horee, no doubt, gare eome palpable kick! "

• TbLt probibtJ nten to Lbe Ipre GI. 1I.:r. :Dr-. &be "JOIUlPI'....
Uontcluz.rw.

by John Nevil Maskelyne

In may caaee automatio maohinee bare not been ot
auoh raiuo to tbeir molters; tiequently they hare
brongbt them into eerioue trouble 118 OOlOOTOro; and
ignorance hoe, in eome inotan..... led to the d..truc
tion of the figures, Da when Deecartes'. U wooden
daughter" was being eonveyed by-. and the prying
ancient mariner, firing his II glassy eye n at" cranny

I·n the paelring-ca.., was frightened by the wooden
ady epealring to him, and induced by hie auperotitiouo

feero to thro. the box and its c,,,,tenla orerboard.
It io as wellto say at Once that the aceounts of early

automata mud be received with caution, as unques
tioDablyexaggerated, whilo poosibly, in eome ""'""',
~e

atories
are wholeealefabrication.. The mechan

ismo of the
Middle

Ages, toe, were terribly oo.pulfed
by eontemporary writero. Soma of theee were, doubt
~marYela of delicate w{lrkman,hip when mecbaui
eM, but clook-work simply. The neareet approach to
the

aupematural
in euch creationa were tbooe· depen

"'t upon trickay, pre-eminent amongst which were
...8 appareDtly endowed with human speech, whore
til. <IODjurero called in ",ienco to their aid. Amongat
tta. _lie,t reccrded self-movwg engines are those
IIUlIItinned by Homer (to whom we must aceord

poeticlicenco), tripods eon&trucLed by Vulcan for
tbe Temple of OIympuo. Theee, by their own
yolition, tc.ok their ,!.aliona in the banquet-hall of
the god.. Archytaa of Tarentum, n Pytbagorean
philcocpher, who had heen Plato'a tutor, 400 B.D.,
made a wooden dOTe, or pigeon, that would l1y, but

whenonce it 'ettled eould Dot renew its flight.
Aulue Gelliuo oay' that it fle.. by mechanical mean.;
being

'll8pended
by balancing, and animated by

a eecretly-eucloaed.vra of apirit, a definition of
motiYe--power sufficiently indefinite and abstruse for
a modem .piritualiot. BiBhop Wilkins moro eagely

attributeelIUCh motion, if it did exiat, to the proaence
of rarefied air within tho body of the machine.

Artificial puppets thai ran, acluated by internal
.pring., are said to have been a faYOurite amusement
of tho Greeks, and the RoDUUUI imilatod theae in
their~ Dmdaluo .... moot prolificof anto
matons; he had female dancers and a wooden cow.
Tho1atter ooundo eom.what~o, though wo bare
long been accustomed. to the mechanical ".('Ow" ....ith
the iron taiL"-a great source of lacteal richesfor
London! He made some statues eo-acti...e and Tigor
ona that it became naceeaary to tie them down to

r.reyeu.t them running awa.,! This is a doubtful
egeud. It !A all very well to _ afigure bound with

ropee aDd to be told that if onoo releaaad it would
.. run like a lamplighter," but there io not much
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proof about it. It reminds one of the story told of Joo
Smith, tho Mormon prophet; he took his followers to
a doep streaw, that they might see him walk dry
shod oyer it. Dy the waterside he stopped and
faced the eager crowd: II Have you faith, II said
Joseph-II have you faith that I can walk across with
out wetting my feet?J1 U 'We have--wo have!"
cried his enthusiastic people. H Then," said the
prophGt, II that is as good as if I were to do it fifty
times-tbe end is gained!" and he walked away
with his patriarchal umbrella under his arm-for,
like; athor Mormon lcadOl's, Jo!oph had ever au oyo
to the main chance, and provided for a rainy day.

Arigtotle Ille~tions a wooden Venus, constructed by
Dmdalu8, the sooret of whose motion depended upon
quicksilver i but Sir David Brewster pointg out t,hat
its l.llOVOments could not bo duo to such agency,
"unless the automaton movQd on a descending'})lane,
liko tho Chinese toy callod a tumbling mandarin,
which by means of mereury included in the cavity of
its body is made to tumble dotrn a series of 8teP3
liko a stair."

Amongst the automatic achievements of the
ancients, Bishop Wilkius mentions an image holding
in its hand a golden apple, •• beautified," ho Bays,
II with many costly jewels j if auyman offered to take
it, tho statuo presently shot him to death; the
touching of this apple serving to discharge several
short bows, or other the liko instruments, that were
secretly couched within the body of the image."

Automatons apparontly pO:;S6SSed of human speech
WOro long a source of marvol. The speaking hend
of (h:pheus was an awe-inspiring enigma to the
Greeks; but it is moro than probablo that tho won
der was to be accounted for on tho same principle ·as
tho vocal powers of the colossal statue of the Indian
god, Siva (the Destroyer), where a seat was pro
vidod for tho priest undor tho hcad-Koax of the figure,
and fro.'ll this came the voice of the 60ppooed god.
Tubes were often used to canTey the sound». The
Scandinavian Odin had 0. fipef'Jcing head of JltrlU.
constructed after the death of that mythical hero, and
tho monk Gerbert (afterwards Pope Sylvester n) is
credited by William of Malme,bury with making a
brawn head gifted with speech.

The celebrated talking head of the Franciscan friar,
Roger Bacon, of Ilchester, ho.s orten been referred to,
but the records are 60 mixod up with stupid legends
that no useful information enn be ga.thered. from
them.

A contemporary of Roger Bacon, the friar Albert
Groot, called II Albertus Mug-nus," from the Lutinis
ing of his name of Groot, or Great, sometimo Biehop of
Ratisboll, is stated to 11l\.\'o designed a l:ipeaking head
of earthenware, and a man of brass, who politely
answel'ed the visitor's tap at the distiuguished
t:hcmist's door. "1"e may fairly put Albert Groot's
man of brass down as fable, or perhaps it was only
an allegorical wny of de6cribing his not very modest
nor popular servant.

This hrazen man is said to have been worked at for
thu·ty years under va~ious constellations and aC40rding
to tile lalCI oj per8pect,.,:e, whatever that hM to do with
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such movements j and one story runs that when the
androide was raised to the dignity of Groot's attendant
it becuUle inflated, aod when once the machinery
of its tongue was set in motion, like the U cork
leg" of a famous ballad, there W8S no stopping it!
It is also anid that Thomas AquinQ.8 smashed. the
figure to be rid of Its ceaseless loquacity; while
another legend is that Aquinas knocked it over with
his staff because he imagined it to be the work of the
devil. If this be true, Thomas, whoge dull fnce had
led his schoolfellows to call him II The Ox," must
have been IlS dull as that amiable animal; albeit
Groot is reported to have said that Thomas was an
ox who would one day mal'B his lowings heard
t.hroughout Chri!:Stendom. Albertus took his mis
fortune very mildly, it seemg, me1'ely exclaiming,
II Periit opus triginta aunorulD."

Porta, in his ':' Natural Magick," says, "I read
in many men of great authority that .Albertus
Magnus made a head that speak; yet, to speak the
truth, I give little credit to that man, because all I
made trial of from him I found to be false, bot what
he took from othel' men." 'Ve are in duty bound
to note that one person has been found ingen:ous
enough to advanco a most original theory. 'rhis If!,

that the interior of tbe hody should be charged with
words-as a cannon with powder and shot-before·
hand, to be rattled out, like the frozen-up tunes in
Baron Munchausen's trumpet when a thaw cnmo.
Bishop 'Vilkins MyS 60me have thought it possible
to pteserve the voice, or any words spoken, in a hollow
trunk or pipo, and that this pipo, being rightly
opened, the· words will come out of it in the same
order wherein they were spoken-a. l'ough anticipa
tion of the phonograph!

Many u.ttemptB at speaking-machines have been
made nea.rer our O\1'"n time. In my article upon
acoustics (see"Leisure Hour," 1878, p. 204) some
were named that owed their wonderful power to tubes
6uch as arB now so fa.miliar to the public for the like
purpose of carrJing the voice for long distanees.

Evelyn's II Memoirs" state that when he was in
Italy, in 1644, he yisiled the Villa Borgheea, atThlme,
and there saw the figure of a satyr that" artIull)'
expressed a human voice j U but wo receive no
further particulars. In his diary of the 13th July,
1654, however, he writ..esJ II We all dined at that
most obliging and universally curious Dr. Wilkins,
at Wadhsm College (Oxford). He had contrived a
hollow statue, which gavo a voice, and uttered words
by a long concealed pipe that went to its mouth,
whilst Olle speaks through it at a good distance."

About 1774 the Abbe Mical (wbo made some
musical automatons) exhibited two spea.king heads at
the Acadewy or Sciences, at Paris j and at London
Cucchiani, an It:1lian conjurer, in 18:25, admitted
the puhlic to view a bust of Nll.poleo~ which
was said to 6peak in any language. POSSIbly the
A.bbe's attempts were genuine eH·orts at imitating
the human voice by reed sounds j undoubtedly
Cucchiani's bust was on the principle of .. The
Invisible Girl" (see the paper previously alluded ~)

which was brought out in Paris in the same year.
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This was the best amI most successful trick in the
so-called II speaking-ruachine" LusincM, and was
worked upon the lines laid down by Baptista Porta
nearly two hundred years previously.

From the foregoing it will be noticed that 51.'..ch

creations are to be divided into two classes, the first
and larger one being that in which trickery is em
ployed to deceive the senses, and where the vOice of
a. concealed person is conveyed by reflection, or
through tubes, to the machine j the second is the
swaller but m'ol'o meritorious class, \,,'here the makers
have I:nAde earnest efforts to reproduce by machinery
and tubes or pipes the M.Hlnus of the voice of man.

na K6!'l"Ipelen, the inventor of tho famous Ch058

playeT, gave his attEl'Iltion to the 1mbjr;ct, and is said
to han !hown a ma.emino to his friends which spoke
a gt'612J: number of words and .e.entences. nut
witIo. ooe 80 acc("mplished in the arts of de(.:eption as
Di$ Xempolen the:re will alwaY5 T'em:t.in & doubt
wlme'!.her these effects \fere not prodlIDeiId by aJlL ~e(;)lIlIIl,

plie$ concealed in that 'I rectangul.a.r box a1:om.t tlurce
feet long." Sir David Brewster thought that II per
lilllJDS tho chess-playing dwarf" (referred to hereafter)
'" W~ not altogether unconcerned in the perform
zllCe.'" De Kewl'elen'ij attempt was in 1783, after
the intl(~ol~futIlL 0.£ U. Kratzenstein's ingenioU3
II

v@wel-pipes "
bef011@ t1nle Imp:eriaJ. Aea~emy of

&:iIe:ncesJ St. Feto.r..shtw.g, in 1n9. ThoBO wore
re-eq.g, am.,<l by

blow.jng
into them the \l:o:roel sounds

woro prod\lj ~ed. Mr.. W~, ef Cambridgo, iu:cpnG¥ed
upon these by adapting cy1in.chi~!.l tubes to the~
whose length was capable of variation by sliding
joints. Neither of these arrangements surmounted
tho difficulties of successfully imitating" the human
voice divino. lJ

Notwithstanding all the failures, Sir Charles Wheat
stono exhibited the l'csult of his labours at a meeting
ot tho British Association at Dublin. This machine
Bpoko only a fow words, and thoso very indis
tinctly.

Herr FaberJ of Vienna, brought out a talking
figure of a woman in t~o Boulevard Magenta., PariS,
11:)62, and subsequently 1U London. Some unpleuant
sibilant sounds were obtained from this machic·e by
the

professor,
who played upon keys as of a pi.uD..

Thus, though several loyal ofiorls havo beEn JlIl.lBJde,
the human voice still baffi~ con-ect imitation; our
speaking dolls, who say "papa t, and iI roaml!!!!. II so
much. alike that it takes a quid:: ear to distmo<ll"Uish
6<lllle from the other, are almO'i:!lot OoD. a par wiLh all that
is ~wn of real talkin:g-roaehines. 1 do Dot look
'tll}D@n tibe reproduction at TOCU sounds as U1 z.bso·

lu~e
impo:ssibility.

Tb.ere ~ ample means now
to YOU upon, so as to I~ any of the eo>ntri·
vane&.:! ei this kind yet pnblillib.ed to the world..

1 baTe th.us, for the COnft.l:lenoo of comparison,
grouped alll .peaking-machin.. together, lout wall
now retmn to the chronological or.deT of ths31n.to.mata
first pursned, and departed from oJiIer AJJ!Dert Groot's
brazon man. TQ tho maker of this very d-oubtful
monster succeeded. another autall'l.wtic :mweehaniciau,
whoso wonders axe equally 0pfm to SWi1?J:eion. This
was the German astronomer Johann !\t{iiller, called
"R&.?i.omontanus," from MOllS Regit'$, or Konigsberg.
He ~cted an iron fly that left his hand at a
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banquet and returned after making a circuit or the
hull. He is also credited wi~h making a w{)()(],en
eagle that flew forth from the city of Nuremberg
upon June 7th, 1470, to meet the Emperor Maxi·
milian. It perched upon the eity gates, and .tretched
out its legs as if to salute the monarch! The story
is somewhat apocryphal, and some authorities hiilt
that it was a tame dove decked with some nobler
fcathN·s.

J~eckman, author of the II History of Im-entious,"
thiuks all the wonders ascribed to Regiomontanus
were stories inyented by Peter Ramus, on whosEI
a.uthority they mainly rest, or accepted by him on
hearsay, as he never visited Nuremberg until 1571,
morn than a hundred years after the supposed marvels
... ere accomplished.

Jean do 3[ont-Royal is said to have presented the
Emperor Charle! "V with an iron fly that hovered
rClwn.d the invento-r!8 bead, and tLen. rested 011 his
U:"!'--1. sllspicious replw this of the fly of Johann
lIliilley.

Charles \, after hi! abdieation, studied mechanism
under Janellus Turrianu~ ott CremonaJ at the mm::t.as·
tlJry of St. J ustiu. He is said t@ ha"e iutrodueedpup

'[letsupon the table after dinn'6", beating drums, bJIOW
io.g- horns, or charging each otht~ iJm. fig1.t; also iron
1'l1iTh, md.f-moviD!g', :Llld eo

small
tihmt a. mOilD.k eo,uld

Gamy one in hiB &l~ve, yet Eoufficien1Jly p@werfml to
gnind enough OOlID in a da:r to last eight m~e'Il for a
like term. Tille seems a8@u.t a-s easyof belief as are
tho stories of fairy mills that grind one young again;
but then we must remember what capacious sleeves
those monks wore. About this tilDO, also, Hans
Dullman, padlock-maker, of Nnnmber~,made ma.ny
liliputian figuresofwen and women. l.'heHo beat druIIls
and played upon lutes by clock-work, ilnd probably
Borne found their way into the ex-monarch's museu.m.
About the year 1679 Dr. Hobert Hooke, when secre
tary oftlIe Royal Society, seems to have been smitten
with 0. desiro to emulate the feats of the ancienb in
the construction of a machine by which men (-auld
fly in any du.'ection. He, however, guined l~ttle ill
reputation by Lis Hying chariot, or chair, and hlil hme
rests upon a lower but more solid basis in ~is obser
vations on tho quadrant, telescope, and Dllcroscope.
Hooke merely followed in the wake of many clever
men, who deemed it po<ssible to make rome kind of
machine to make mon fly) though all such attempts
have hitherto failed.

JI.

I N the year 1&88 the French Gemteral De Gen'nes,
who:fo.ught llgainst the En,ghslo. a.t St. Ohristopher,

made lit~cal peacock th.a:t strutted about as is
the habit of that vain bird.. 'The tail, which opened,
was of tlD.e most exquisite -.rorlananship, and the
colQi1DX$ -...--ere all wondeI:fully true to nature. It i.3
aha oUi to have pieked up it, food from the gro""d
md dig.u.a it! I sIWl .;-.k again on the subject of
lJJIlIiomatic digestion ... bem. moentioning a later ex.arm.p'te
m£ phenomenal birds.

When Louis XIV ...·12 I. child, many pieces (!)f me
chanism were madoEl £Or him. In tbe,U Me!lDJOa.ree de
I'Academie des Sei.enees II for 17"1:9, th.>ere hi ILlL

""""unt of one by Pe", Trouchet, ,,1ich took the form



,
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of a pantomimic opera in five acts. There was a
change of sceno for each aet, and a great number of
l'haracter3 com'eyed somo idea of the action of
the ],lece. 'fho figures wero extremely smaU,
tho wbolo mnchino being only ]61 inches broad,
13! high, and 11 thick. 'rho diminutive and in~

gcuiou5 work of Father Trouchet was probably
nothing more than tL moving picture, such 8S wo seo
at tho Crystal Palace, set going by dropping a coiu'
into the box.

Another dock-work toy, invented for the budding
monarch by 'AL Camus, was a small chariot with two
horses attached. A coachman sat in front, a ladr
within, and a footman and page stood behind. Whea
this machine was set in motion, Jahu cracked his
whip, tho jj tits" pranced, galloped, and wheeled
}'.,;.t!ld at the end of the table, drawing up Opposito
tile Lo,)'-king'Bchair; here IIJeames" and "Buttons')
81 ighted) the latter open-ing the carriage-door for
Madame, who slepped out with a petition, which
she presented to the youth. Then, curtseying lowly,
my lady returned to the vehicle. 'rhe~' tiger lJ

mounted behind, the coachman smacked his whip
once more, nnd off went tho thoroughbreds at a trot;
while :Monsieur Pluche, aiter running by the coach
for a few paces, resumed his place at the back! Such
is the ela10rate description of a very simple toy j Lut
it omits oue important particular-that the chariot
moved upon a 6pecially-<:onstructed mechanical table.
Similar effects have ~illce been introduced into tho
II shows" at :English country fair3 j and were we to
view tho original specimen of M. Camus's invention
now, we might find it below the level of the Lowther
Arcade by many degrees.

A great stride in advance of all this was made by"
Jacques do Vaucanson, of Grenoble, inventor of tho
endless chaiu still bearing his name. He was of a
noUle f.mily, .nd member of the HoyaJ Ae..demy of
Sciences. His mechanical genius.&5 g:rell~ anali~
application varied, Some of hi~ inventiOM brought
him into troul>l~us Bimilar ingenuity did our own
Arkwright-for VUllcanson was pelted with stones
by tho ignorant ~il.k-weavcrsof Lyons for an improve
ment which ho mnde upon a loom. For Marmt-otel's
H Cleopatra U Vaucanson mado an asp that croated
n thrilling effect upon the audience by fixing itself
with a hiss (the sudden release of a spring, doubt
less) upon tho bosom of the actress who sustained
the r6k of the Queeu. 'The tragedy itseU can scarcely
be said to have scored a success. for upon the first
night of its production a critic joined in the sibilant
noise of the mecha.nical reptile, being, he said, If CD:

tirel)"of tho nsp's opinion. l
' A greater achievement

than tho a.sp was Vallcanson's aut-omawn duck, which
was an advuneo upon De Gennes's peacock. Theduck
was of the life-size; it swam, di....cd. ruffled its
fcathers (which were those of a real duck pla.ced
upon wire ribs), quacked, drank, muddled the 1I"I.ter
with its bill, ate, and went through a Proce:JS of
iligestion, it wus said. II upon the principle of solu
tion." E_on Yancanson himself spread the report
that such was tho case; and in a letter to the Abbe
D. F-- ho described the interesting phenomenon:
"In this duck," ho saJs,. 0 will be noticed the me·
ehunism of the viscera, intended to perform the func
tions of eating, urinking, and digesting. The action
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of all parts is exactlyimitated. ll VuncausoD, despito
his ability, was thus unable to rosist tho temptution
to exaggerate Lis triumph j for Roberl Houdin, who
subsequently repa.ired the duck, ropol"tod vcry simple
1111Itrll-'lUl:CS as having g-iven plausibility to th<: dig('~t
iug pr\rt of the my:stery.

Vaucunsou's othor noted performances wert: a Gllle
player. conshucted in 1730-:3Ug'~estcd to Lim II)'
tho celebrated stutue in the Tuileries-and an all
droid that manipulated a shepherd's pipe ,t'ith tho
left hand anti beat a tabor with the right. Thes...,
with tho duck. were shown at Ptlris in 1738. III tlll)

same )'ear their author published a pamphlet, de·
scribiu~ what he considered his chef tf(,tl,,;r~, entitled,
"Le Mecanisme du Fluteur Automate/' and in thi~

Rgain we notice simi1~r exaggeration to thnt in his
letter just quoted. Thus he intin~n.tes that the
figure actually produced the flute-like sounds by
nir pa:'ising between its lips, whereas this was only an
illusion, the music proceooing from reeds placed
within the body. Part of Yaucnnson's description ;3

absolutelycorrect. but there is much of fiction in it.
lIe describes the flute-player us capable of perform
ing twelve airs upon the German flute. It was five
and a-half fcet high, and soated upon a rock set on
a square pedestal four and a·half feet from tho hase
aud three and a-half feet broad. Air cntercu the
body by three pipes, conveyed iut? them by tl~ne
pairs of 1ellows, three nbov.o and SIX below, wlm:h
were

worked.
bv a steel aXlS tm'Iled by clock-wurk.

The tubes pas~ec. into threo reservc,irs in the truuk
of the figure where they united and ascended to the
throat. In ilie mouth wus n movenble tongue, which
regulated the quantity of air to bo adDlit~ed to th.e
lipl:i. The fingers, lips, and tongue den,ed thelr
movements from a stool cylinuer} tlilmecl. by clock

work.It .... Zl.S diYidec1 into fifteen equul p:lrt~, and
b1 peS's pl'CSSi:o..g upon th.e. ends m[ :lifteen separate
1evers the other e~b:emiti>e5 :lSC€nded. 8(\von 10yors
~orked tho fingers l having <:hains fixed to their e:t·
homilies,

which
caused them to aSl:end Ol· descend as

their opposite ends were pressed dO\\'l1, and so opened
or stopped the holes in the flute. 'fhroc loyors regu
lated the ingress of air, openin~ aud shutting by
means of valves, and producing p'·«liD and fort~ pas
63."63. Four leveT8 governed the mechanism of the
lip';, one opening them to give the air a £reo passage,
one contracted them., one drew them backward, Hud
the other pushed them forward. T~ li.ps ....~TC pro·
jected upon that pa.rt of tho ~ute ...h.ieh recelVos the

. air and the fifteenth lever dlI"C(.-ted the movements
of 'tho tODQ"Oe 50 as to open or shut this aperture.
The due ~ion of moticms by the machine was
secured by the extremity of the uis of tho cylinue,.
terminating on the r;ght side by &D enrllo.5s screw of
twelve threads .bout o~..;,th of .n lOch. 'par
AboTe this 6CfCW was a. pi~ of copper, and m it a
steel ph'ot, wruch, falli.:ng in between the thre:lds of
tbe ISC?1!W, obliged the eylinder to follo... u.e thread.,
and 8() it was continually pushed to one ade. H~nce,
if a level' was mOTed by a peg placed on the cyhnder
in anyone revolution, it could not J:>:e mOl"ed ~y the
srune peg in the suceee<.ling re'l'"oJ.~tJon, for It .had
then been WOl'"ed one·eighth of an l1lch bC,fond. It ?y
tho lateral motion of the c}"linder. So. by an artifiCIal
disposition of these pegs upon the cyliudcr. anci. the
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successive elevation and depression of the lovers, the
figure exhibited th~ ID()tiOOS of a flute-player. This
automatic flautist a.nli tbe tiageolct-pla)'er subse.
quently cnmo into tlote Fossession of Professor Bay
reussJ of IIel.m.stadt. In 1752 Du lIoulin, a
silversmith, travelled in Germany ...-i:th si7nilar
musical figures j he El'Ventually found h.is lrBy lrit.h
them into Russia, ond died at MOSCOT in 1760..

M: r.~ ] )rUl, £Ii~ La Chaux tIc F v-ro..;, mthe prO'Vinee
(,f :\t.'ldt:Latl:~ lunde a clock whiot-it. he prcs('nteJ to
the Killg of :::;p:lin. ·Iu this a sh'H'P bleated and &

~lug-, 'Wutc1..i.ug u b:~t:et of fruit, sll.:trlcd a1l(1 harked
If LDy one attemllted to t,RloCh that 1rhich it O"uardet1.
The bleating of the sheep yoolJ. bo at regular
iutervals; but the barJo:ing- mu.-..t have been mana....oo
so that the weight of the person'VOho admucec1towa~ds
the dog pressed upon a spring which w'ouhI set the
machinelJ' in motion, and it would onl), eeuse when the
i~.truder.retir~d. Le Droz, senior, :,tho made a "arietj'
of androIds wlth ver), nn.turn.l motlOns. Oue of theso
was the figure of a ·chilli which dipped its pen in ink
and wroto a \ford in French. It ha'i bcen said that
the automn.ton wrote nuything dictated to it, but this
is scarcely credible, :J.S the son of J~e Droz, whom I
shall have oce::L6ion to name hernafcer, produced a
writing figure (prcsuma1,ly an improvement upon the
elder artist's work) which was capable of pel"fol'ming
certain Set movements ::t..nu :oon-e QtheT. It is irop.ro.L
able that he shou:1d hMle gone back from his fu;th('r'~
po.i.tllt 0f elliccllencc, espcci,illy U<3 the SDn a.ppertl'!i to
Mve ween a mOlle I1emal:kabU.e meC"ho.nical gcu.ilCl t..h.::m
0;" lbo old., La Droz.

III.I N tho lust Jl:1pf>T T h'-ill ~'f'n~,ilm tGJ[:11:!C Dllldl that
was purely lC'g'e:nd:ny 11l the \fay 01 automatolls.

'V~ HOW :1pproQ(;h
a period.

Then the accounts of
tllClr perfol'mances arc not so liable to oe overlaid
1>y. rOflomontllde , though the ep(jch "We enter mal,os
~ hir stnrt in th({t dirodion with the H puff II of a ('on
~urr.r, llenetti, who exhibited alife-size rope-dancol'
III Eoglanfl about 1785. 'Ve know nothing of this
figure beyonu tho modest linn's own account of it in
lli>l advertisement, which ont-Barnum,~ TI:trnul1l. It
rnns:-

II The now, tntly mo~t ~nr(>rb, majestic, am:t,..ill'~,
and also seemingly illerediLle grand spectadn of the

VR:\,ETT.\)l' BE\L"TlFUL F.\IR,

which mecllnnical figure being attired in character,
and holding tho bnlnnce in hands, dances and exhi
bits upon the tight-rope with lInparaUelcd dexterity

and.~~ilit.Y, nnd in n m~nner fur supcrir.-rto :\JlY
c~hlblted by tho most caplL11 professors, all t!IO most
dllficult and prodigious feats of activity, leaps, aHi
tude~, cquiliLriums, antics, etc., etc."

E,-en witllOut the etceteras hCl'e was surely enough
to render l"oDet':'s VtIlcli{m lJumtiful P,·rir ('~l~brated
through all time, bnt, strange to sqy, only the pro
fessor's wondrous wenlth of adjectins remains to tC'll
the story of hi!! hnnrliwork.

Of M. Lo Droz, tho e1c.ler, I ha,o already written.
Tho younger of that namo, born at Genevn. in I j5~,
wa~ the inventol" of tho l)iping blillfinc-h, Trhich lie
exhibited at the Vatican, beforo tho pope amI tho
cardina.ls. It was contained in an oval, gold snu(f-
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box, four and n half incheslong by three broad,. and
one and a hnlf iDches thick. The box had Q. hOTl7.on
tal partition j in the low:r compartment '\\D.S tho
snuff, in the tipper the bIrd, three-q.uQl'ters of ~n
inch lOlJ,g from its bealt to tho extremIty of ~ t.8Jl.
'¥bee. the lid was raised (just as II when the pte -.;'a.s

openoed/' m the nursery rhyme), II the bird be,.,<Y'2.1'l. to
sing, " ,,:rid., with tho sheen o.f its green en.ameDed
gold, its bill. of white enamelled ditto, tho 51)' waggery
of its tail., !trId its clear and ~~ melod.r, it was
slIrely & SD'Uff-OOX to set before a .king, and one he
might·not despso-at n pinch.

Le Droz~ made a. figure which played upon a
harpsichord. This ~e introduced to the rilrisia.n
public in 1ii4, but It was not a s-uccess, thougil It
seems to have been .11 coro genuine effort to outain
the music by mechanical means than ~as that of
1I. Raisin, an organist of Troyes, who, about the
year 1700, exhibited an H Automaton Harpsichord"
before the French court. Tho king, being endowed
with the passion that proved so fatal to some of Blue
Beard's wives, insisted upon a strict examination of
th~ mechanism, when a clever littlo musician of some
Jibe )'ears of age was found concealed within the
instrument.

M. 'Le Droz, junior, as I havo mentionod in my
first paper, constructed a clever drawing und writing
a.UtQma.10Il. TID:! ..-ns the life-size figuro of a man
holdmg a metal style In hi. right j,:md, beneath
wmch a pie.e of J:)utch ven~ "'a. placed.. .Mr.
Collin-scm's Wl'IJ.-kn.(JWIl dcscmptien of thIS mg:rnnmls
crf'~tivn rnns: I< Mr. D'l"-Iz lwppelliug' on(:o 10 ll~ t'il'llt

for in n. g'l'eat hurry to wnit upon SlImo C'ollsitler:J.tllo
personago nt the we~t-end of tho town, left me ill
po.o:;ses:::Iion of the key:'! which op~nc<1 the rcccss-cs (If
all his machinery. He opened tho dl'awing-m,1$tcr
himself, 1roond it trp., erplained its leading parts,
Acd taught me how to mako it obey my l'equirings
as it obeyed his own. :Mr. Droz then went awn)".
After the

first
caru was finishedthe fJgurcrcsted. I

put a. second, and so on, to five carns, nil diffprent
subjects, but five or ::ix was the extent of its clelitlcn.1
ing powers. 'l'be first card. contained, I may truly
S:1)', elegant portraits and likeDesse~ of tho king anti
queen, facing each other, nnd it WilS curious to
observo with what precision tho fifj1lre lifted np his
pencil, iu tho transition of it froUl ono point of tho
draft to another, 'Without making tht.! least SlUT whnt
e.er j for instance, in passing from tho fOl·ehe.ul to
the eye, nose, and chin; or from tllo waving- curls of
tho hair to the enT, etc."

Early in the present century ~f. J.fnilIartlet, :l
Swissmechanician, introouced sevar:tl nutomaton~to

the English public in Spring Gardens. 0110 was n
femalo figurcJ seated at n pianoforte, 1rhich played
oighteen airs, and ga\'o its~lf numerous ndditiollnl
olles. Its « bosom heaved with mnnv 3. sigh;" it
U mnde eyes II at the spectators, and at "the conelusiun
of each piece gently inclined its head in recognition
of their =l.pplausc. Imitations of this mechnnicn.1
figur~ aro by no means rare now j their interior
economy is similar to that of ordinary street orgl1ll~,

projections Oll tho barrel coming in contnct wlth
leyers attnched to the fingers, wLich in turu llrc!'::1
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the keys of tho instrument... .
1tfaillardet's most beauhful achievement was his

famous humming-bird, enclosed in an oval box thr~e
inches long. 'Vhcn a spring v.-as released the ~Hl
flew open, nnd a tiny warbler TOS?, fluttered I~S
wings, and sang for some fOUT. mlnl1tes j then ~t
darted back to its nest, and the ltd closed. In th"
minute piece of mechani~m only one tube l'ras used,
nnd the musical sounds were varied by tho shorten·
inO' or lengtheninO' of a piston. Mnillardet also mndo
anD automaton t~bJcr, a few inches high onl.,}', but
progenitor of all mechanical Lotard! ever since. Tho
apparatus to which. the figure was attached was fixe,l
to the top of a musical-box, and within tho rod
grasped by the tumbler levers w~re brought to. boar
upon the figure and sot in mohon by tho achon of
the barrel. But a much more ambitious and elabo~
rate effort of this copyist of La Droz, the yowlger,
was Maillardet's drawing boy. This \fas a kneeli~g
figure j and when a pen, dipped in ink, was placed In

its hand and drawing-papcr strctchcd oyor a brass
tablet in front, it wrote four sentences in French and
EnKlish, and drew three s~ekhes:-always.the s~~~,
occupying about one hour 10 thoU' e:t~utJon. llns
machine like its counterpart, the urawlDg·mastcr of
La Droz,' was I\ctllatoo by clockwork, and th~ outliI1es
effected by combinations of lenlra and ellipses tra.
versing the cireumferonce .ot metal p.lates. , .

The only originl:tl creatIOn of M:ullardet 8 w~ hiS

iJ1~'Clli,)us magil:ian. Tllis was a figure, scntc~ by a
wnll, \\ ith n wand in QDO hand and a hook to the
other. "Cpon II number of brass elliptical mcdalH?ns
l']lIcstion.~ wero en~~ravcd, and any ono of thes.e betn_g
placerl in :\ drnwer, tho soothsayer rose, fnasetl Ius
w:\orl, and. struck tho fj)Min~ doors nboV'e his henel,
,rhich ~traightwny flew open n.nd displayed. a~
:m<:;w('l'" Thus, to the interrogation, II \Vhat l.S It
that 1:l~t c1f's,erts mankind ~ 11 the reply was, H Hope j"

nnd to """hat is tho most universal passion?" tho
{Iu,"ioll~ :lllswer /I Lovc" wns received. This curious
C'fl'cct wns ohtained by aia of tho medallions, which,
though n.ppmcntly alikc, dili6red from each o~her
in a minute particular. Thero were indentatIons
round tho medallions, but one of these, filled up,
pressed upon a pin, which ransed clock-work to raise
the prc·nrrnnged answer.

'Mr. '\T. SnoxA11, of Chnrterhouse Square, whose
f"ollC'Ction of nu..."t]lani,:al cnriosities i9 quito unique,
hR~

a cl()('k upon a simila.r
principle. In this the

mn:;icinn rises from his chair whon tho visitor places
il. tahlet with a question upon it in a drawor at the
klSO of the clock. Tho wise man shakes his head
sngcly, consults his book, and waves his tiny wand;
whereupon two cherubs rise, disclosing au al'pro
111'iatA :m5wer. After' the lapse of a moment or two
they fall back into tho original position, and are
ready to givo n reply to the next question. 'l'hese
flDS\\"erg' are qnito as pithy as Uaillardet's, and
thA ideas a little moro mlvnnced. When wo ask,
n Wllat is the real balance of power? "we do not
1'ecciyo a solution of the old-standing Eastern diffi
('lilt)', Lut a l'cply pregn:t.nt with moaning,in H A
Lalnnco at JOur bankees." Tho answers also become
n.muRing and c)'nical in turns, ns in reply to c: Haw
to print, and not puhlish/' we rcct:ivo the hint,

II Kiss, nnd don't tell j" nnd·to 1I What is half the
world doing?" tho shocking rejoinder, H Chcating
the other half." Such a clock may well beguile tho
hours it records of tediousness. In Mr. Buoxell's
collection there are also tWQ female figures, somewhat
after tho model of Alaillardot's pianoforte-player.
One, life-sizo, in Spanish costume, plays upon an
organ, the fiugers pressing the keyboard. of.the instru
ment,. and tho heM and eyes moving j tho other, of
smaller siaturc, but alike in aU respects save height
and "'Sttire. !Ir. Slioxell's museum is also adorned
hy his own original uulomatic organ-grinder, which
plays n number of airs. 'fhis tigure is M' much
above its living Italian compeer in the matter of
drc::s as of music, and, sniffing a nosegay, ia surely
the creme-de-la-creme of itinerant musicians.

In tho year 1~45 Mr. Jobn Clark, of Bridgewater,
constructed a mnchine which puts llabbage's calcu
Jator quite in the shade. This was'I A J....atin Versi
fior," and is thus described by the ingenious and
ingenuous Mr. Clark himself: "'rhe macl1ine contains
letters in alphabetical arrangement. Out of these,
through the medium of numbers, rendered tangible
by being CJ;pressed by indentures on wheel-work, tho
instrument seJee:ts such as are requisite to form the
verse conceived, the components of words suited to
form hexametors being nIone previously calculated,
the hannonious combination of which will be found
fo be practically interminable." Can this be the
origin of all the machine-mado verse we too often
haY6 inflicted npon us?

About the same year that this no~el attempt nt
versificntion da'lDed upon mankind, a French con
JUTer of Alrlis, ncar Ki~mC'9; nomed PhiJippo Talon,
enmo to LonJon with a. miniature harlequin, whic.;h
jumped out of a box, whistled in time with the
orchestra, smoked a pipo, and blew out a canitle,
besides going through a variety of amn5in~ antics.
Philippe-tho" professional name H adopted by the
wizard-bad olso two dono, whieh brought from a
toy confcctioncr'-s cnkes, wines, etc., as requested by
the audience.

Jean Eugene Robert, bettor known as Robe~t.
Hondin, a contemporary of TaloD, was a ver~abl9

genius, anu can still be remembered by many who
are not yet oxaeUy of the old Behool. Remarkably
successful as a conjurer, ho also displayed talent in
mechanical invention. In his autobiography, ho
mentions that his attention was first called to the Bub·
ject of automata by a clever bit of work, by Bome
unknown artist, which was brought to his father (a
watchmaker at Blois) to repair. This, he says, was
"a snuff·box, on tho top or which a sma.ll pip-ce of
mechanism attracted my en~ attontion. The top
of the box represented a landscape. On pressing a
spring a hare made its appearance, and went towarrlg
a tuft of grass, which it began to crop j 500D after
a sportsman emerged from a thicket, accom
pt'lnied by a pointer. The miniature Nimrod
stopped at the sight of the game, shouldered
h18 gun, and fired; a noise indicative of tho e:'tplo
sian of the fireann was heard, and the hare, ap
parently woundcd, disappeared in the thicket, pur
sued by the dog." There is, doubtless a vein ,of
romance in all this, aB there is in everything IIoudin
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wrote j but it must have been a pretty toy and one
li.kely to arrest the attention of the your.g mechanie
CIaD.

Houdin subsequ""Uy purch••ed a performing
harlequin-such as Philippe afterwards introduced
to the English public-from a Dutch artist narneel
Opre, and it will be acen that ho 8vailod.. himself of
the knowledge gained. in the dissection of these H 8ub~

jccts II to~ct automatons of his OWll much after
their models..

Houdin's ability to cure the ills that automatic
machinety is heir to let him into many secrots. Thus,
as we ave seen,he ropaired Vancanson's dnck, and
so erpk.\.dted the" digestion by soluuon " theory j and
he ilio rehabilitated the Prnssian Koppen's com
ponium., lB. mochnuicnl orchestra, first exhibited at
Paris m 1S29. This played a seloction of operatic
O'verlves with great preeision.It was always as
serted that the machine could bnprolJiso melodies, and
th.&t it lras incapable of repeating itself; and there
were, doubtless, charming variations even if impro~

vl:3.l.tion was ausent. lloudiu, setting his fingors and
his wit.!:! to work upon his own account, soon com
pleted a pastrycook's establishment, where figures
were seeu rolling out the pn.8te, or 8etting it in the
oven, and from which Do toy man-a most courteous
assistant-brought various cakes for the spectator.c;.
Likewise-on tho linos of Oprt?s harlequin-he con
structed two small anciroids, amI. gavo to thom tho
names of tho well-kuown clowns of the cirque in tho
Champs Elysee!'!, Auriol and De Bureau. The fit'st
named of these seems to havo been the most accom
plished and agile performer, aa he smoked a pipe, led
the orchestra upon a flageolet, and went through a.
8enes (If acrobatic fcuts upon a chair, which his
brother automaton morryman, De Bureau, held in
tho air for him,

llondin also 'Jontrived a small floll'1omill, which,
when the sails we'ro ill flul swing, w'JI~l:l cll:1n:;o
their (lil'rdiun-gl)ill~itl the teeth of the ~·ind liko
the -phantom ship of Vnndcrdeckcn-at tho command
d tho nudicnec, This seemedl'emarkable, as the

•,-

mlH was apparently too small to contain any human
heing to direct the mov("ment~, but tho fact was that
lIolldin'R little boy,c:l.Tofnlly stowed away, was the
jolly milleT who set the s,\ils.

UnflouLtedly the most perfect of JIomliu's crcations
was his nightingnle. l'his flapped its wings,n.nrl
leaped from branch to branch before the ~ushiJl;;

mdody for which the bird is noted broke forth. TIo
found, ho say!'l, tho most striking musical phra.ses hy
which tho nightingale composes its melody to he
tiou-tiou-tiou, ut-ut-lIt-ut-nt, tchitcholl, tchitchou,
t.rhit-tchit, r-r-r-r-r-l'-r-r-r-r-r-r-ouit, etc, lIe aual.rsed
the strange sollndR, the numberless chirps, tho im
J1o~siLlo r-r-r-r-r~ouits, llnd recomposed them by a
mnRical process. To imitate the flexibility of throat,
anrl the bird's harmonious modulations, he hail a
('opper tube, about the size and length of an ordinnr.y
quill, with n. steel pidon moving freely "Within it.
Clock-work set the bellows in motion, and opened or
dosed the ~alve to produce twittering, modulation,
or sliding notes i ann it likewise guirlod tho piston
accol'ding- to the speed and depth required,

I-Iolldin 31sft llroduced It writing and drnwin~

flutonlllton which he showed, with other of hi~ work,
at the Paris Exposition of lS14. This gained him n
silver medal, of which he wns very proud, ann. it
attracted tho attentlon of Louis Philippe, another
dislindion he greatly prized. Tho fig-nro indited
p()me six short sentenceR, and drmv n few pictllres. Tn
an~Hnr to tho question, "'\That llIay bo Y(llutile
without a crime '? lJ it wrote, " A butterfly; Jl and fiS

fl repl,)' to ",Vhat is the emblem of fidelity? 1I it
drew It greyhound.

A trapM:e performer; an orunge-trcc, upon "Which
flowers hlossomed and fruit grew at the commAnd of
tho audience.; nnd an electrical dial (apparently
nothing- but a sheet of glass with figures painted
upon it), thA hnnds of which pointed to any hour
l'cqncstod, w]l~reupon tho number was struck upon
a rl'ystal bell: thoso complete tho record of' Houdin's
principal achievements.

~
The tunesheet from Dr. Burnett's
musical box illustrated on page
189•

Owing to pressure of space even in this, the biggest issue of THE MUSIC BOX ever produced, several items
have had to be held over. The next issue will contain the continuation of the Gebruder Weber story by Q.
David Bowers, the conclusion of Maskelyne's writings on Automata, an illustrated account of an unusual
Piguet et Meylan snuff box belonging to President Cyril de Vere Green, a description of one of the most
unusual and scarce of all the violin-players - the Popper's Violinova, reviews of two important gramophone
records and two recent books, and a resumption of oUI Question & Answer feature.



SAM MARGOT

SWISS TRAINED CRAFTSMAN

OFFERS EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE

FOR CYLINDER MUSICAL BOXES

PART JOBS WELCOMED

H. S. MARGOT
50, ST. MARGARETS,

STEVENAGE,
HERTFORDSHIRE.

TELEPHONE: 55435

GORDON TAYLOR

FOR

CYLINDER BOXES AND

DISC MACHINES

EXPERT
RESTORATION FACILITIES

THE OLD BOTHY

HIGHER STANDEN
CLiTHEROE

TELEPHONE 0200-23070

Can anyone help with a spare disc or two
for a 26 inch FORTUNA with reed organ

in my own collection)

DAMAGED MACHINES
PURCHASED FOR SPARES

From miniature 1/18
to magnificent 3n2

movements
Hundreds of tunes, thousands of movements in stock

Complete boxes from £2 to £350
Also Singmg birds and Automats

Send for our price lut and tune! list to:-

SWISSCROSS LTD., 109 NORWOOD HIGH STREET, LONDON, SE27 9JF.

Sole British Agents for Reuge, S.A.

Telephone: 01·7610428
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Jluslqut ~utomatiqut

31, THORPE ROAD,

NORWICH,
NORFOLK.

Telephone: Norwich 23315
Dersham 2736

Open Daily 10-5.

Jluslqut

E. A. GILBERT

SPECIALISTS IN REPAIR
AND OVERHAUL OF

MUSIC BOXES

POLYPHONS

PHONOGRAPHS

LONG CASE CLOCKS Etc.

~utomatiqut
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'FEVVER

DAMPERS'

by W. S. Wayman

illustrated by Bruce Angrave
"Wot do 'ee want 'em for, lad1"

GJAVING rashly made an offer of thirty
shillings for an old pre""ar pin-pallet mus
ical alarm clock (which was readily accepted

by the seller), I realised that [ was 'in for it' Hap
pily, however, the clock bit went, but the alarm
'music' was awful. Nevermind, [ thought. It wiII
be good practise for when [ start on the Nicole
Freres overture boxes. [ took the thing to pieces
once more.

The clock movement was reasonable after a
good clean and a pivot-polish. The musical move
ment cylinder and pins were reasonably good after
bearing adjustments, so off came the comb. 'Ha, Ha!
It wants dampers!' So, sidling amongst the 'elite'
at the Musical Box Meeting, I got a few murm
urings from the 'higher-ups'. Chicken feathers,
goose feathers, turkey feathers, swan feathers,
vellum, and so on. Home I went and out with
Mosoriak, Clark, Webb and Ord-Hume to study the
problem, little realising till later that I'd need to
be a Chris Barnard to do it.

However, 'the fewers'. Down to the local egg
farm where, after promismg to put his long-ease
clock in beat, I was allowed to look around. I had
not realised that poor old battery hens hardly have
a feather on them and what they do have ain't no
good.

So a Sunday afternoon trip to the local turkey
farm. 'Wot do ee want, lad?' 'Turkey feathers' I
said looking down the muzzle of a 12-bore. (It was
getting near Christmas I suppose)' 'Wot ee want
'em for, lad?' 'A musical box' I said, and the 12
bore nearly went off. 'Ee they do let 'em out of
Runwell early these days, don'ey!', so I made a
hurried departure before he got cramp in his
trigger finger. 'Nevermind', I said to the wife.
'We'll have a day on the Thames and get some
swan feathers'.

So off to Teddington, hired a boat and net,
and sculled off. The swans were very elusive and
mighty dangerous and my efforts must have
attracted some attention for' a chap dressed like

The swans were very elusive..
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Robin Hood pulled up in a skiff. 'What are you
doing, sir?' 'Just want some SWan feathers' I said.
He nearly fell off his skiff and I nearly landed up
in the Tower of London little realising that swans
and their feathers were Her Majesty's personal
pronerty. Oh wea, never mind. Home again.

'Get some vellum instead' I said. So up to
Charing Cross Road to get a bit of parchment.
Well, after two strip shows, two solicits and a lot of
money I acquired an old parchment. After about
two hours on my workbench with razors, scalpels,
scissors and Mosoriak's vivisectional diagram, I soon
realised that I was no Chris Barnard and all I landed
up with was thin strips off my fingers.

Sitting down next day ruminating on the
problem whilst watching the good lady dusting

round the rooms I spotted - 10 and behold! - a
feather duster! 'My problems are solved at last',
I thought, descending upon the object with scalpel
scissors and gusto. Whatever feather dusters/are
made of, though, I'm afraid that they're useless for
anything but dusting. They no doubt come from
somewhere rather rude.

'Ah well, that's it', I thought. 'I'll just have to
wait till I've got the skill of a biology laboratory
technician, Onassis's money and the patience of
Job before I can wake up in the morning with a
sweet melody ringing in my ears'. Unless, that is,
some kind Member cares to send me 24 cut, trim
med, cleaned 'fewer dampers'. But no sacks of
feathers, PLEASE!

A/fred Thompson, whose article The Geometry
of Comb and Cylinder appeared on page 26
of this Volume, has made the fol/owing com
ments:

BOTH my wife, Grace, and Keith Harding
are extremely practical souls with a great

dislike and distruct of' inaccurate or inadequate
attention to detail. So they both jumped down
my throat after reading my article in the last num
ber of the magazine because they objected to my
remark about hammering a comb against its loc
ating pins: and they are of course quite right that
the won! "hammering" was not very happily
chosen. However, my object was to write a rather
abstract theoretical article about the geometry
one should aim for, and not a set of practical
instructions. All the adjustments I was discus·
sing are extremely small ones, no more than a
matter of a few thousandths of an inch this way or
that, and I hope that no Member will have been
misled into thinking I had a sledgehammer in
mind. Of course ] should have used the word
"tap", and of course the practical person will
naturally use something resilient like a wooden
block to protect the comb: and I would still
counsel less practical Members like me to stick
to shims rather than risk doing damage.

As a footnote, may I point out that the same
geometrical principles applY to a comb and a star'
wheel block. In a well set·up PoIyphon, if the
star wheels are moved just to bear against the teeth,
then they line up not parallel to the starwheel
block axis, but at a slight angle with it. Cal·
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culation from my graph shows that the extreme
bass wheel should lead the extreme treble wheel
by two or three degrees. I have a Poly that sound
ed dreadful only because of mistiming between
the combs and from end to end of the combs.

Editor's comment: Unfortunately, Member Alfred
Thompson'srevised terminology is still not accurate
enough. What may pass for a tap administered by a
frail female with a watchmaker's hammer may be
totally different from that given by, say, a plumber
to whom a tap is either a faucet or a damned
great thump euphemistically ·afforded the more
delicate description to avoid upsetting the owncr
of the bit he is 'tapping'. No, I'm afraid the ouly
unquestionable description must be offered in
foot-pounds or pounds inches.

Which is, of course, impossible. Sufficient
to say that all adjustments require the most
delicate handling of tools and anyone slightly
uncertain of his capabilities or the results of
them should leave well alone.

The point about Polyphon combs is indeed
an important one and many an instrument has
failed to live up to expectations after dismantling
for cleaning due just to this. It is interesting to
note that the Symphonion has a special adjustment
for regulating the position of the starwheel axis. The
picture(page 24'tof an 11.7/8in model from the
Fortnum & Mason collection illustrates the
small screws by means of which this can be
effected. Generally speaking, the Symphonion
being the progenitor of the disc musical box,
it is a much better engineered machine that the
Polyphon.



organ but it would have been nice if
Pizarro had attempted to simulate the attack
and precision of the mechanical organ.
The sleeve notes advise of the music:
'When played on the flute stops of the
modern organ, the piece approximates to
the composer's intentions.' This, broadly
speaking may be so, but it is quite unfor
givable for the tremulant to be used in the
penultimate and closing sequences. Whilst
Stockmeier gives no indications as to reg
istration, it is incumbent upon the performer,
usually, to familiarise himself with the mode
and mood of the music he is to play.

At present, this is the only performance
on record, and, even ifonly on those grounds,
it is to rmd a place in the music library of
the serious collector.

-.... 1 ....%1

composed for Maelzel's Panharmonicon.
However, the little Sonata in F Major
has remained outside the mechanical music
discography until now, arid Grosvenor is to
be congratulated in bringing this- piece of
music, albeit on a finger organ, before a
discerning modern audience.

David Pizarro's performance of this work
leaves much to be desired. Although Stock
meier chose to slow down the music, de
claring it andantino (the barrel organ must
have played allegretto), Pizarro's tempi vary
between adagio and hlrghetto. Again, Stock
meier intended his version for the rmger

Record Revievv by Arthur Ord-Hume
DAVID PIZARRO PLAYS THE
ORGAN OF THE CATHEDRAL
CHURCH OF ST. PETER'S,
BRADFORD Grosvenor Records,
GRS 1017 (stereo)

American-born David Pizarro studied the
organ under Norman Coke-Jephcott, Master
of the Choristers of the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine, New York, and gave his
first recital in 1946. His programme of
music recorded from the great William Hill
organ in Bradford's St. Peter's cathedral
church, is an interesting mixture of the mod
ern (Richard Felciano's God of the Ex
panding Universe for organ and electronic
generator is the sort of modern work which
imprQves by repeated hearing) and the
classic, with a modicum of Bach and Buxte
hude and the lesser-known but evocative

tv Krebs and Kuhnau.
~ The piece which interests us is Cherubini's

Sonata in F Major for mechanical organ.
Wolfgang Stockmeier discovered the manu
script of this in the Deutschen Staatsblblio
thek, Berlin as Item 137, 2 in the Cherubini
autographs. He prepared an edition of this
which was published by Kistner and Siegel.
Cologne, in 1968 and it is this score which
Pizarro plays.

The original is inscribed; 'Sonata/per
l'Organo a cilindro/Situato nel Tempio della
Notte/del Giardino di Schonau/presso Vienna.
/Composta da L. Cherubini/L'anno 1805'

This was not Cherubini's only com
position for mechahical organ for he also

The opening bars of Luigi Cherubini's
Sonata in F Major of Mechanical Organ
reproduced with grateful acknowledgement
to Fr. Kistner & C.F.W. Siegel & Co, Koln,
Germany, publishers of the Wolfgang Stock
meier edition, copyright 1968.



"I'm backing musical boxes" - Garfield Weston
At a ceremony held on the evening of

November 6th, the musical box gallery at
Fortnum & Mason, Piccadilly, was formerly
declared open.

The F+M coUection, described on page 108.
has been extended in recent weeks and, even as
the champagne flowed, a fine 19th century Empire
style organ clock arrived in a large cardboard box.

In opening the gaUery. Mr. Garfield Weston
Canadian-born owner of the store, told The MUsi~
Box something of his keen interest in musical
boxes.

"1 love coUecting things and I think that
there is nothing finer to coUect that these delight
ful things. The quality ones will never be made
again and it is our duty to keep and restore the
ones we have",

Questioned about the start of his love of
musical boxes, Mr. Weston replied "I had maybe
a dozen boxes about 40 years ago, and then my
children (I had nine) aU got married and aU wanted
to carry a box away and, well, you can't refuse!"

"Musical boxes aU over the world are becoming
more and more sought after and they are not just
an ordinary, investment, they are beautiful things
to have". Mr. Weston added "I want to say how

very much I enjoy reading The Music Box.
I think it's just great and you fellows are doing
such wonderful things. I have aU the copies at
my bedside".

When asked if he would pose for a photograph
with some of the collection, he smiled and declined.
"I never aUow myself to be photographed. 1 was
in Parliament for a long while and the pictures
just lost me votes! I have appointed Jon Lanning
to represent the firm on musical boxes. You see
I can't be considered a specialist on them for 1am
trying to be a specialist on many things".

Mr. Weston, who was MP for Macclesfield
during the war years, paid tribute to our Treasurer,
Mr. Keith Harding, for the important part he had
played in restoring the items in the collection.

As regards the Musical Box Society, Mr. 'Weston
assured that he would do aU he possibly could to
further Its interests and activities. Already our
Society is well publicised in the GaUery, with
membership application forms freely available to
visitors.

As Secretary Reg Waylet1 enroled Mr. Weston
and his attractive Spanish-born wife, Margaret, as
full Members of the Society, Mr. Weston retorted
"I'm backing musical boxes!"

Secretary Reg Waylett Oeft) with Mrs. Margaret Weston and Treasurer Keith Harding (right)
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Member Arthur Heap of Cheshire writes:-
As it may perhaps throw a lillie more ligh t on

past connections between Musical Box Manufact
urers I give you the following information for
publication in the Music Box if you think it of
interest.

I recently bought a very delapidated leather
covered jewel type of box with a Swiss scene
painted on the lid. It contained a 2 air brass cylind
er movement size 33/8" x 21/8" with key wind
from below the box. The comb is 23/8" long with
60 very fine teeth and it plays very sweetly. Be
neath the brass bedplate is the impressed number
EI8393 and also the impressed mark as shown in
attached sketch. Impressed into the brass bedplate
beneath the comb is Paillard & Cie 934. Also
beneath the comb is impressed LIC 503. The
number El8393 is also scratched on the end of
the cylinder.

The interesting point is that the tune sheet
which does not appear to indlcate the Manu
facturers name, is printed in sepia with '2 Airs'
in a panel embodied in the border at the top
with the Swiss flag on the left side and another
indistinct insignia to balance on the right. The
numbers I and 2 are printed in the border on the
left side and against these arc hand written the
two airs, namely:-

Letters to the Editor
Linda di Chamourix Duo 'Donizetti
Sorgenbrecher. Waltz No.1. Strauss.
But slightly overlapping this tune sheet and

by its condition applied when the box was new is an
oval label with a black background and a serrated
edge which reads:-

Fque. de Pieces a musique
B. A. BREMOND.

Place des (AIJpes.
GENEVE.

Musical Box Manufact"rer.
I have not read at any time any reference to

there being any connection between Paillard & Cie
and B.A. Bremond, but this does rather indicate
that Bremond either bought movements from
Paillard or acted as Agent, p~rhaps for the U.K. as
his label was partly in English. Have you heard of
any connection?

I like the new design for the Music Box, and
also the great improvement in the printing and
especially the clarity of the photos and illustrations
congratulations.

The unusual mark, left, stamped
into the bedplate of Member Ar
thur Heap's musical movement.
This is illustrated right. The top
right picture shows the Bremond
label; that beneath shows the
Paillard stamp,

POLYPHONOMALY

ALMOST six years ago, I was playing through a
new batch of discs on Cyril de Vere Green's
24Yz-inch Polyphon (which is an early model with
inside winding) when I found a disc which sounded
"out of tune". It sounded so bad that 1 was
inclined towards improbable lines of thought.
However, time, opportunity and discs did not
admit of more than this one excursion into the
unknown until a few months ago.

Our President, anxious to have on record some
of his collection of musical boxes, had asked me to
produce a master tape of some Polyphon music.
Naturally, the choice of musical selection was
governed in part by the perfection of the disc as I
did not want to spoil the tape recording with
sporadic pistol-shots and sundry clanks. I played
several discs. Two in particular looked like fine
discs - yet these two played discordantly.

It is far too early to determine the cause of this,
and there is a programme of comparisons to be
undertaken. playing discs of varying dates on both
types of 24%-inch Polyphon - the narrow-cased,
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externally-wound style and the early, deep-cased
style.

However, the preliminary findings are that on
Cyril de Vere Green's instrument (which, [ might
add, is othenvise in perfect condition as regards
playing and tuning), produces a markedly dis
cordant rendering of at least two discs. These two,
the only ones so far found and not necessarily the
only ones in his collection, are disc number 4315
Serenade - Schubert, and 4022 Cloister Bells.
These two discs are printed in the early style of
lettering and several similarly-decorated discs with
numbers which bracket these were found to play
normally.

The anomaly appears to concern no more than
one or two notes in the treble register.

This is by way of an interim report. The
playing performance of both the instrument and
these discs were demonstrated by courtesy of our
President before Members of the Executive Com
mittee at the instigation of The Editor.

lIas anyone any comments to offer?





A letter from the Editor:
Whilst re-reading through the issues forming

the last Volume of THE MUSIC BOX in con·
nection with the preparation of the Index, I came
across the letter from Member A.J.L. Wright on
page 311. In that letter, he commented that the
Swiss writer of the tunes listed on the tune-sheet
of his hymn box had evidently thought the
ignorant English would be unable to understand
the name of the last tune in French and so had
just written down the word "French".

I suspect that Mr. Wright was joking, unless
he chose to take an unnecessarily self-effacing
attitude to our forebears and their standard of
education. "French" is, of course, the title of a
well-known and once popular hymn-tune which
first appeared in the Scottish Psalter of 1615 under
the title Dundee. In 1621, the tune appeared in
Ravenscroft's Psalmes with the title Dundy Tune.
The melody, apart from some interesting key
variations and the long notes at the end of each
line, has remained unaltered since 1615, but there
appears to be no French connection which I can

trace. It was also sometimes called Norwich. In
Novello's Bristol Tune Book, the hymn is number
30 and it is called Dundee. It appears here in the
key of F Major with a change into B flat. In
Novello's Leeds Tune Book (published in 1868)
it is hymn number 27 and it is called French. Here
it is in the key of F Major.

Monk's 1875 edition of Hymns Ancient &
Modern presents the tune no fewer than three
times with the name Dundee - as hymn number 41
in E Major; number 80 in F Major; and number 221
in E Minor. In the Historical Edition of Hymns
Ancient & Modern (1909), the tune appears once
as Dundee or French Tune and is number 83 in
the key of B.

This tune turns up occasionally on church and
chamber barrel organs, but I confess I have not
come across it before on the cylinder of a
musical box.

For the benefit of Me. Wright and those who
may not be familiar with this simple and charm
ing melody, here it is in facsimile from the Leeds
Tune Book in my collection of early hymnals:

From the Fortnum & Mason collection comes this Mermod Freres interchangeable box fitted with 'parachute'
check and zither. Note the characteristic horizontal fly placed by the motor, itself at tlte right of the cylinder,
and the ornate tune-indicator.
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The tune sheet, left, has been sent to the Editor for identification by Member R.H. Todd of
Exeter. Mr. Todd advises that the musical box is 20in long, II in high and II in deep. The case
is veneered on the front and the lid and the whole has four black feet. He believes the 'inlay'
on the lid (a line of music entwined in leaves, a stringed instrument and a flute or recorder) to
be a transfer. Tne mechanism has a cylinder 9'4in long and approximately 2in in diameter. The
comb has 40 teeth plus four for the operation of the bells of which there are five, two being
linked together. The bell hammers are in the form of coloured butterflies and the threaded sucur
ing tops for the bells are matchingly coloured. The bells, Mr. Todd suggests, all play the same
note. A zither attachment is provided which acts on 25 teeth in the centre of the comb. The
only number that appears anywhere is on the left hand cylinder bridge which is stamped 4182.
Twelve airs are played and the box is in excellent condition.

The tune sheet from the box is very large, measuring 1I1.\in by 8in and is lithographed in
light blue-green and dark blue-green. The tunes are listed in black and the two vertical lines are
in red. As can be seen from the eniargement at the head of this page, the only clues are the
initials 'A M S' and four symbols which could make up trademarks. The initials are in a rope
loop. At the top is a set of scales and a sword. At the bottom is an anchor with rope entwined.
To the left is a caduceus and to the right a beehive.

Your Editor has been unable to trace this tune sheet but feels that it could well be the
product of one of the very late musical box manufacturing consortiums which flourished in
the early years of this century. The description of the box would lend credence to this supposition.
However, A M S must certainly stand for something and perhaps one of our Members may be
able to shed a little light on this unusual tune sheet.

PICTORIALLY VIEWED
For the latest in our practical, illustrated feature articles by Arthur Ord·Hume, we present a practical view of
restoring metal pipework in small organs.

So often pipework is found which is broken, crushed or otherwise damaged. With care and patience, even
pipes which are lIJuashed fiat can be eased back to life. The pictures describe step·by-step moves in making
good defective metal pipework. A later installment will deal with the basics of pipe voicing.
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Cut off
damaged
top of pipe
and fit

If metaJ
f tuning

slides

Height of hmguid above
lower lip, width of
mouth, height of
mouth (known as cut·
up) and position of
both lips are all impor
tant to proper
voicing.

'Dub'in the lower
lip to llle right depth
and width, then
replace the languid
having first made
certain that it is flat.
Examine other
pipes to get correct
position, then solder
as shown

Align seams and solder on seams at the back first.
Then rotate the pipe and solder round to the front on
one side. Go back to the seam and solder fcom there
round to the front on the other side. Nevcr start at
the side of the mouth, but always end there

To straighten the fuot,
use either a small round
steel rod or. ideally, a
tapercd hardwood
mandrel. Ease out .
kinked or flattened
secliOmi gently with a
strip of thin wood.
Cracks and splits can be
soldered up later

~
Roll the foot on a flat board in the
same manner as the body

Cut pipe at the languid using a sharp modelling knife. Remove languid
very carefully and set aside for re-usc. insert a length of round dowel
rod, tapered at one end if necessary, and rolll.he body on a smooth,
perfectly Oat surface. Press down hard on the dowel ends and continue
until all dents and kinks are removed from l.he thin metal.

Pipes are not un
commonly found
like this one which is
buckJed and squashed,
compressed as the
languid and fractured
where it has passed
through the rack
board



BUY BRITISH INSTRUMENTS

65, 88, 65-88
Notes. (oomb;.",)

produced by British Labour and Capital.

AUTEOLA PLAYER
PIANOS.

THE MUSICUS LTD.,

Overstrung Upright PIJJ(OF01(TES: 7 €5 71 OctdPes.
CATALOGUES PROM

Piano-Player, Player-Piano and
Pianoforte Manufacturers.

80, SALUSBURY ROAD, WEST KILBURN, LONDON, N.W.
Telephone: S608 PaddiJlgtOo. Telepms: AuteoJas, Kilb. I..oodoD.

Followingon the outbreak of the 1914·18 war, the piano and player'piano trade in England s1mnped severely.
Even so, with the impossibility of continuation of the import of large numbers of Geunan pianos. demand still
managed to exceed supply. The British musical instrument trade, denuded of its best men by military caII'up,
did its utmost to exist during those difficult years. Many unscrupulous dealers still sold old stocks of German
made pianos. 'Buy British' was the just cry from the industry. This advertisement, from Musical Opinion of
July, 1915, is of one of the lesser-known player pianos built by a fmn which underwent numerous changes of
address, several liquidations and a bankruptcy during its few brief years of existence.

CLASSIFIED p

ADVERT ISEMENTS
THE MUSICAL BOX SOCIETY OF GREA T
fJRITAIN cannot hold itself responsible for any
• rticle, or the slcill of Bny person. advertised in
this journal.

Notice to overseas advertisers.

Please remit either by Certified Ban k Cheque
(NOT personal cheque) made out in Sterling
currency, or send bank notes by Registered Post.
Bank charges are so excessive and international
currencies so unstable that we can no longer
accept clearance charges on cheques. Please do
not send unused postage stamps 'in payment.

WANTED

Wanted. Discs for 8~ inch Polyphon also 9% inch
Kalliope, both centre driva. W. Giles. 55 Hall ,Lane,
WalsgraV<HIn-SO\II/e, Coventry. CV2 2AX.

Wanted. Discs for 19118 inch Symphonion and
17% inch Stella, Ord-Hume, 14 Elmwood Road,
Chiswick, London, W.4.
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Wanted for publication. Early correspondence,
sales literature. lists of tunes. catalogues, photo
graphs or other Illustrations relating to mechanical
musical instruments. If suitable. these will be
copied and returned to you with a minimum of
delay. Full credit will be given to you. The
Editor, THE MUSIC BOX. 14 Elmwood Road.
London, W.4.

FOR SALE

For Sale_ Music Box Journals from the first issue
1959 - 1973 42 copies plus Binders & plu. 12
other copies 1967 - 1970. Excellent condition.
Owner no longer collects. [25 the whole lot,
including postage. Wadmore, 14 Adelaide Square,
Windsor. Berkshire_

For sale. Very rare automaton elephant, eleven
feet high. Plays music when, trunk is twllllked.
Raises left front foot and mutters 'Mama', smokes
a cigarette, does hand-stands on a chair, juggles
with coloured balls and hides dice under its hooves.
Sectional comb with fifty discs. Needs new saddle.
Interested? Well, the elephant is just one of the
many treasures you may find in the Classified
column of THE MUSIC BOX. Buying or selling.
advertise where it counts. THE MUSIC BOX goes
to collectors all over the world. Don't just wait
until you have an eleven-foot high elephant to
sell



At Denmark's Mekanisk Musik Museum You Can ...

Have a Nice Visit!

Plaruring a vacation or business trip? If you are traveling anywhere near Denmark, then visit
Copenhagen - and the Mekanisk Musik Museum! On view in our pennanent collection are many fine
automatic musical instruments: reproducing pianos, disc and cylinder mu,ic boxes, player pianos,
orchestrions, barrel organs, and others.

We're especially proud of some of the rarer itelll£ on display here: the Encore Automatic Banjo. the
Hupfeld Phonoliszt-Violina, the Mills Violano Orchestra, the Seeburg Style H solo orcheslrion, the unique
Resotone Grand, disc-changing music boxes (Regina 20'4" and 27" and an immense Polyphon 24y,o'), the
Weber Macsto orchestrion, and others. Society members are especially welcome to visit, see and hear the
instruments, and to have a good time!

Seilinstrwnents to the MMJlI

To build our separate inventory of automatic musical instruments for sale we arc always desirous of
buying choice and rare items - either fine individual pieces or your entire coJlecti.on. We're collectors
ourselves at the MMM, and we a8sure you that the fmc instumcnts which you have gathered so carefully
will find homes with new collectors who will care for and appreciate them over the years to come.

Tn the past many collectors have made Uthe right decision" and have sold to Claes O. Friberg and Q.
Dayid Bowers. The Nielsen Collection, the Larry Giyens Collection, the Bursens Warehouse Hoard, the
Cliff House and Sutro Museum Collections, the Hamilton Collection, the MarYin Collection, the Wayne
Collection, and others have cn111e our way. Fine instrumenls from these groupings are now part of
important collections owned by our customers in Great Britain, America, France-, Switzerland, and other
countries.

We're not seeking bargains. We are willing to pay you a fair price for quality instruments. We will
give an immediate decision on all instruments offered to us and will give an instant, confidential cash
payment for all items purchased. And, we will take care of all shipping arrangements. Thinking of selling?
Think of us!

Buy Instruments from the MMM
Are you building a beautiful collection of automatic musical instruments? Then it will pay you to

get acquainted with the MMM. We have been suppliers to leading collectors and museums worldwide. Our
references? Ask any leading collector or dealer.

At the moment we offer the following items for sale, priced f.o.b. the locations noted. Prices are
given in U.S. dollars, hut remittances can be made in British pounds. OM, Hil., or any other currency of
your choice. Just let us know the stock number (AE0-4828, Cor ex.ample), and we will gladly send you
any other infonnation you wish on any instrument of interest. We take care of all shipping and packing
arrangements and bill you for just our actual cost (no commissions or hidden charges). We think you'll
like doing business with the MMM!

Automatic Musical Instnunents (or Sale

Amorette organctte, Style 16-W with dancing dolls. (AMO-1500) (Denmark) 695.00
Chickering Ampico Model B reproducing grand piano (AMP-1492) (U.S.A.) .....•.•••...•.. 4950.00
Marshall & Wendell Ampico B grand piano (AMP.1493) (U.S.A.) 2750.00
Barrel piano by Ch. Romano, Brussels. (BAR·3343) (Denmark) 995.00
Barrel piano by Maison A. DeMascio (BAR-4822) (Denmark) .....•......•.....•........ 1295.00
Large barrel orchestrion by Vossen (BAR-9888) (Denmark) ..........•..........•...... 1895.00
Bruder 52.key barrel organ (BRU-7992) (Denmark) ........................•...•...... 1995.00
92-key Decap drmce organ, restored (DEC-1210) (Ohio, U.S.A.) .....•.............. _... 10995.00

early-new huge Decap electronic dance organ (DEC-1213) (Ohio, U.S.A.) •............... 17995.00
Ornate Decap Orchestrion wlart front (DEC.5352) (U.S.A.) 5975.00
Mechanical Dulcimer (DUL-9882)(Denmark) 495.00
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Large Fratinola orchestrion by Frati & Co. (FHA-B913) (Denmark) 1995.00
Mamert Hock barrel organ (HOC·7997) (Denmark) 1995.00
Hupfeld Animatic·Phonoliszt w/Triphonola system. (HUP·1l76) (Denmark) 995.00
Hupfeld Helios keyboard orch. w/6.roll changer. (HUP.1205) (U.S.A.) ............•....... 6495.00
Hupfeld Duo-Phonola piano (HUP.8035) (U.S.A.) .. . 995.00
Hupfeld Phonoliszt.Violina, Model A (HUP-8050) .....................•......•...... 14000.00
Hupfeld Phonoliszt.Violina, Model B (HUP·9003) ............•......•.•......•...... 14000.00
Hupfeld Solophonola piano (HUP.8768)(Denmark) ............•......•......•.•...... 795.00
Hupfeld Grotrian·Stcinweg DEA grand (HUP-9696) (U.S.A.) ...............•............ 5995.00
"Ideal" dance organ by Bursens (IDE-5533) (U.S.A.) ..............•.............•..... 4995.00
Kalliope "Panorama" disc box, 20Y,.' size. (KAL.5858) (Denmark) .................•..... 2995.00
Kuhl & Klatt electric coin piano (KUH.3384) (U.S.A.) , 475.00
"Liszt" piano orchestrion w/music books. Vertical format. (LIS-8147)(U.S.A.) 1750.00
Losche "Angelus" keyboard orchestrion (LOS-1054) (Denmark) ...............•....•.... 3895.00
Losche Accordion Jazz Band (LOS.1206) (U.S.A.) .........................•.•....... 1795.00
Losche Flute and Violin Solo Piano (LOS.8483) (U.S.A.) ....................•......... 1895.00
Losche "Reproducta" orchestrion (LOS-8916) (Denmark) ...•......•.•......•....•.... 1895.00
Mills musical slot machine (MIL.1212) (Denmark) ..........................•......... 1995.00
Mills Violano-Virtuoso, single. (MIL.1256) (U.S.A.) .........................•.•....... 4400.00
Mortier 84·key orchestrion w/Art Deco front (MOR.1212) (Ohio, U.S.A.) .......•......... 6995.00
Mortier 10l-key organ; 22" wide by 16y," high. (MOR-1215) (Ohio, U.S.A.) .....•........ 18995.00
Mortier orchestrion, Style 28. (MOR-5351)(U.S.A.) ......................•.•......... 5500.00
Nelson-Wiggen Style 8 orchestrion w/xylophone & bells (NEL·1201) (U.S.A.) ....•.•....... 5495.00
Ship's piano w/folding keyboard, non·mechanical. (PIA.1821) (Denmark) .........•........ 695.00
"Piano Orchestrion" w/music books; hot·air motor (PIA-4444) (U.S.A.) 1995.00
Popper & Co. "Clarabella" orchestrion. (POP-1060) (Denmark) 3995.00
Regina Sublima Piano, Style 304. (REG·1204) (U.S.A.) ...........................•.... 2495.00
Regina Sublima Piano, Style 302 w/advertising diorama (REG.9876) (U.S.A) .......•....... 3395.00
Duplex Reproduco piano.pipe organ (REP-7956) (U.S.A) ....................•......... 4995.00
"Roland" barrel orchestrion. (ROL-1333) (Denmark) .........................•....... 1845.00
Seeburg KT Special orchestrion (SEE.8118) (U.S.A.) ..........•....•..........•....... 6950.00
Seybold Accordion Orche,trion (SEY·7946) (Denmark) .......•....•.•.•.............. 5495.00
Symphonion 19W' upright disc box. (SYM-5689) (Denmark) 695.00
Weber Grandezza piano wIxylophone (WEB-5555) (U .S.A.) 2795.00
Welte "Brisgoyia" orchestrion (WEL.1207) (U.S.A.) .............................•.... 4250.00
Welte Concert Orchestrion; ex. Mellon family, Larry Givens (WEL.1755) (U.S.A.) 14950.00
Welte Feurich upright reproducing piano (WEL-ll915) (Denmark) 895.00
Western Electric keyboard piano (WES.1203) (U.S.A.) 3395.00
Wilcox & White push.up piano player(WIL.6109)(Denmark) 195.00
Wurlitzer Pianino (WUR-5533) (U.S.A.) 1495.00
«Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical Instruments" book; 1008 pages; thousands of illustrations. Over

4,000 copies sold! Awarded American Library Association award in 1972. Postpaid price in U.S.A.
$25; Great Britain and other countries, $27.00

Are you an active collector or dealer? Then being on the mailing list for the "MMM Review" doesn't
cost, it pays! Each issue is full of instruments for sale, news, comments, articles and other items of
interest. ll.S. subscription rates: S2/issue, $5 subscription to next 6 issues (a $12 value!). Great Britain
subscription rates: 70p./issue, 2 pounds for next 6 issues. Money back if you are not lOOC/o pleased!
(Possibly significant note: no one has ever requested a refund! J!)

MEKANISK MUSIK MUSEUM
Claes O. Friberg and Q. David Bowers

Vesterbrogade 150 I Copenhagen I Denmark
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LIST OF MEMBERS
712 A. K. Ames, Sherbrooke, Fulshaw Park, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 IQQ.
713 W. Giles, 55 Hall Lane, Walsgrave-on-Sowe, Coventry, CV2 2AX.
714 D. V. Klicr, 6313-50th Avenue S.W., Seattle, Washington 98116, U.S.A.
715 E. L. Scott, 'Horseshoes', Holt Lane, Holt, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 7DI.l
716 Dr. Joseph E. Roesch, 809 Westmoreland Ave., Syracuse, New York 13210, U.S.A.
717 Gordon Sooy, 205 Pasadena Ave., Elyria, Ohio 44035, U.S.A.
718 G. SneUing, 15 Watling Street, E1stree, Herts.
719 A. Allison, 172 Borland Drive, Glasgow, W.3 Scotland.
720 H. Triquet, Esq., 31 Rue du Petit Musc, 75004 Paris 4eme, France.
721 Joseph F. Pope, R.D. 1 Box 94, Tuckerton, N.J. 08087, U.S.A.
722 Duane A. Calbetzer, 318 West Street, North, Hillsdale, Michigan 49242, U.S.A.
723 Martin G. Reade, 4628 Nob Hill Drive, Los Angeles, California 90065, U.S.A.
724 Mr. & Mrs. Don E. Parker, 8628 Greenwell Road, Churubueco,lndiana 46723, U.S.A.
725 H. Dodgson, I, The Colimbot, Alderney, Channel Islands.
726 C. H. Hart, St. Albans Organ Museum, Camp Road, St. Albans, Herts.
727 R. S. Gordon, Main Street, Alford, Aberdeenshire.
728 M. F. Macdonald, 17 Glazbury Road, London, W_14.
729 Leif Wedfeit, Skiljevagen 29, 18236 Danderyd, Sweden.
730 Gert Schroeder, Western-Germany, 8023 Pullach, Gartenstr. 24.
731 Capt. R. M. Case, I-1Q USAFE, Box 5816, APO US FORCES, 09012.
732 Wayne W. Wolf, 940 S. Stroue, La Grange, III. 60525, U.S.A.
733 John C. Hovancak, Rt. 3, Spring Green, Wisconsin 53588, U.S.A.
734 J. H. Cowderoy, 8 The Combe, Ratton, Eastbourne, Sussex, BN20 9DB
735 Mr. & Mrs. Albert E. Ramey, 12611, 20th Ave. South, Seattle, Washington 98168, U.S.A.
736 R. H. Todd, 81 Broadway, Exeter, Devon, EX2 9LZ
737 J. Edward Conway, P.O. Box 239, Birmingham, Bl1 IQII.
738 K. D. Browning, 2 St. Mary Abbot's Court, Warwick Gardens, Kcnsington, London, WI4 8RA.
739 Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Flaherty, Rose Flaherty, 10 Orchard Strcct, Glen Head, N_Y. 11545, U.S.A.
740 Mr. & Mrs. David L. Beck, 230 Lakeview Avenue n., Atlanta, Georgia, 30305, U.S.A.
741 Richard T. Zeller, Box 128, R.D.2., Troy, N.Y. 12182, U.S.A.
742 Eric W. Petersen, 9 Woodside Drive, Moraga, California 94556, U.S.A.
743 Toshio Shinmura, C/o Yamaichi International, 58 Mark Lanc, London, E.C.3.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
85 Graham Webb, Gunnarsgill Hall, Gunnerside, Richmond, Yorks.
251 The Very Rev. P.c. Moore, Dean of St. Albans, The Deanery, St. Albans, Hcrts.
321 J. S. Donovan, 93 Portobello Road, London, Wl1.
561 Rex Burgett, 8802 Katterbach, Von Steuben Str 33, American High School, Germany.
562 E. G. Beales, 42 Brookside, Billericay, Essex.
574 Mr. & Mrs. Albert Choffnes, 1630 Little John Court, Highland Park, Illinois, 60035, U.S.A.
611 Ronald Leach, Mill Leat, Thornbury, Nr. Holsworthy, Devon.
625 D. Nightingale, Esq., 9 East Street, Blandford, Dorset.
37 J. A. Holland, Esq., Ballarhenny Beg, Orrimale, Kirk Michael, Isle of Han.
44 Dr. Jackson W. Fritz, DDS, Ferry Farms Road, Annapolis, Maryland 21402, U.S.A.
55 E.M. Bruton, Esq., C/o Retail Jeweller, Northwood House, 93-99 Goswell Road, ECl V 9QA
233 M.B.S. Library Copy, c/o Mr. Houston L. Maples, 7017 Meadow Lane, Chevy Chase, Maryland,

20015, U.S.A.
265 Mr. & Mrs. Richard Goodwin, 2630 NW 83rd Terrace, Coral Springs, Florida 33065, U.S.A.

CORRECTION TO ADDRESS
193 D. B. EUison, Esq., "Ambleside", 13 Garton Lane, Hunmanby, Y014 OLN
285 P. G. Horsham; Goldsworthy House, South Perrot, Beaminster, Dorset.
482 Nicole & Bruce Devine, 502 Ta-Tung Road, Tainan, Taiwan, Rep. of Chilla.
582 R. A_ Alexander, Butlers Lane Studio, Hart Hill, Shaftesbury, Dorset.

THE MUSIC BOX is designed by Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume, printed at The Musical Press, 14, Elmwood
Road, London, W.4., and published by The Musical Box Society of Great Britaill, Bylands, Crockham Hill.

Edenbridge, Kent, Ellgillnd.
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THE WEST OF ENGLAND
AUTOMATIC PIANO COMPANY

Gears Lane, Goldsithney, Penzance, Cornwall.

Telephone: Marazion 710679 (Std. Code 0736)

Specialising in the supply of the larger rebuilt mechanical instruments

PIANO-ORCHESTRIONS

PIPE ORCHESTRIONS

BARREL ORGANS

STREET PIANOS

PUB PIANOS

REPRODUCING PIANOS

&c,&c.

Douglas R. Berryman will be pleased to receive your enquiries

No lists issued

QUALITY INSTRUMENTS FOR REBUILDING ALWAYS WANTED



PRESERVE YOUR COPIES OF --...,
THE MUSIC BOX
FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

EASI-BINDERS
Keep your coples of THE MUSIC BOX
clean, in the correct order, and im·
medialely available for reference. Strong,
durable bmders in red rexine with gilt
tille on spine made 10 hold two years'
issues of magazines, plus directory and
index. Copies can be inserted or removed
in a moment. There is no need to
mutilate your magazines by punching as
each one is simply retained on a wire.

r 1.25 each inclusive of post and packing.

LIBRARY BINDINGS

DE LUXE BINDING

!lave your copies of TilE MUSIC BOX bound 1010 bookforrn for your shelves. Allraclive and durable library
binding in blue, maroon or dark green rexine, title plus volume number impressed in gilt on spine. You
supply all issues plus directory (if required to be bound Wlth magazines) and index. Price, VAT and postage
paid, £4.25 per volume. Delivery 8 - 10 weeks.

By arrangement with 3 craftsman-bookbinder, we
can offer superb de luxe bmdings for THE MUSIC
BOX to transform your loose copies Into hando;;ome
hand-bound books to grace your best shelves.
Half-bound red leather wilh peep or maroon
top quality fe"Hoe. Spme wlth five raised bands,

gold-tooled title plus volume number in gold
plus repealed musical motif in gold, heavy mart-led
end-papers. You supply all issues plus directory
(If tequued to be bound with magazines) and index.
Price, VAT and poslage paid, £9.25 pet volume.
Delivery 10 - 12 weeks.

THE MUSICAL BOX SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, BYLANDS. CROCKHAM HILL. EDENBRlDGE. KENT. ENGLAN


